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ABSTRACT 

The global maritime fleet is an integral part of the United States economy, albeit at the cost 

of substantial contributions to atmospheric particulate matter, SOx, and NOx. This is further 

confounded by the inadequacies of electrification to provide clean alternative to conventional 

diesel engines. Fortunately, methanol fuels are poised to reduce emissions in commercial shipping, 

while Fischer-Tropsch synthesis of diesel can reduce dependence on foreign petroleum.  Efforts 

can be improved by new facile routes towards SiO2 supported earth abundant metals such as Cu 

and Fe. Through HRTEM, RAMAN, FTIR, ICP-AES, N2 physisorption, HRTEM, EDAX, 57Fe 

Mössbauer spectroscopy, SAXS, and XRD we investigate the structure and composition of these 

mesoporous silica embedded earth abundant metal materials. In addition, where applicable we 

demonstrate the accessibility of metal sites. 

Cu functionalized zeolites show high activity for partial oxidation of methane to methanol. 

We developed a facile and reagent-free process for 3-5 nm Cu rich nanoparticles on commercial 

ZSM-5 carried out through electrolysis of Cu. The method was applied over various times, 

voltages, and supports. Beyond methanol, Fischer-Tropsch diesel depends on low   cost Fe 

catalysts. Unfortunately, high temperature carburization routes used to convert Fe to Fe-carbides 

as well as operating conditions induce sintering of the metal particles, hindering catalysis. We have 

proposed a method to stabilize metals against sintering by substitution of Fe within the SiO2 

framework. Strategies to incorporate Fe within mesoporous silica SBA-15 involve lowering the 

acidity of the synthesis gel which detrimentally effects the morphology of the final catalyst. Multi-

step chemical routes may be used at the cost of complexity. Addition of the diammonium 

phosphate to the synthesis gel of SBA-15 improves Fe content from 0.04 to 10.14 wt. % with 

surface area of 613 m2 g-1. We also explored the feasibility of minimizing aqueous solvent in favor 
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of imidazole ionic liquids. With the ability to self-assemble and dissolve metal salts 1-butyl-3-

methylimidiazole tetrafluoroborate has been shown to be a suitable alternative to water as a solvent 

system to produce mesoporous silica embedded iron materials with surface areas near 600 m2g-1, 

10 nm pores, 1.8 wt. % Fe content. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The following dissertation is composed of five chapters describing new synthetic 

procedures for production of mesoporous SiO2 and commercially available zeolites with 

atomically dispersed and nanoscale earth abundant metals. 

 

1.1 Dissertation Organization 

A variety of techniques for materials synthesis are described here in. This includes an 

electrolytic method for the growth of Cu nanostructures upon zeolites. Additionally, exploration 

of the two principal methods for improving metal incorporation within hydrothermal synthesis of 

mesoporous SiO2 under acidic conditions are described. These include modulation of the metal 

precursor through addition of salt additives and circumvention of the aqueous solvent entirely. 

Since Cu and Fe are both promising metals to produce liquid fuels, where possible, proof of 

accessibility of the catalytic sites on these materials is obtained. 

The introductory chapter of this work covers the necessity of these mesoporous silica 

embedded earth abundant metal materials as well as the general practices currently used to produce 

them and how they introduce limitations on metal incorporation. Emphasis is placed on the 

demanding thermal environments and how embedment can surmount common deactivation routes 

such as sintering. Chapter two discloses a method by which electrolysis of Cu electrodes can 

produce well dispersed small Cu rich nanoparticles across commercially available substrates such 

as ZSM-5 as well as on MCM-41. In the context of liquid fuel production, Cu based catalyst have 

shown promise in the partial oxidation of CH4 to methanol which these materials may be ideal 

candidates. Chapter three extends the application of diammonium phosphate to the preparation Fe-
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SBA-15. It also explores the mechanism by which improved incorporation is fostered. Chapter 

four takes a new approach to the production of Fe mesoporous silica materials by replacing the 

aqueous solvent with an imidazole ionic liquid. Both chapters three and four describe methods for 

the development of high surface area Fe rich materials which could be promising candidates for 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis of liquid fuels. Finally, chapter five is a general conclusion of the results 

described here as well as a description of promising results for similar material we have produced 

in the temperature programmed conversion of acetic acid. Selective production of ketones during 

this reaction depends on many facets relevant in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis of liquid fuels unifying 

this work to its larger implications. 

 

1.2 Background and Motivation 

Particulate matter emissions from the marine transport sector have been connected to the 

detriment of human cardiovascular and respiratory health.1 Between 2003 and 2007 these ocean-

fairing ships produced approximately 1.2 million metric tons of 10 �m particulate matter, 230 

million metric tons of CO2, 4.7 million metric tons SOx, and 5 million metric tons of NOx 

annually.2-4 Which was attributed 3.3, 15, and 5 % of global CO2, NOx, and SOx  production, 

respectively.3, 5, 6 As of 2012, CO2 alone from shipping emissions has reached 949 million metric 

tons. Despite international climate agreements such as the 1998 Kyoto Protocol and 2015 COP21 

Paris Agreement, maritime emissions are scarcely regulated compared to land-based emission 

sources.7 While regulators continue to deliberate on regulation and inclusion of shipping emissions 

into a country’s greenhouse gas (GHG) production, the reality is that by 2050 maritime shipping 

emissions may grow to 150-250 % of the values reported for 2007.8, 9 The immense scale of the 

worlds fleet is illustrated in Figure 1 as well as its irreplaceable contribution to the Unites States 
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economy as a whole. The scale and fiscal ramifications make this replacing this polluting sector 

of the transportation industry impossible. We also focus on the maritime fleet because despite the 

progress electrification has made for consumer vehicles, the incredible scale of energy 

consumption required for ocean transport negates the possibility of electrification. Fortunately, 

attempts are being made to diversify shipping fuels from bunker fuel to include cleaner alternatives 

such as liquefied natural gas, biodiesel, Fischer-Tropsch diesel, and methanol.10-12 

 

Figure 1.1 (left) The composition of the merchant maritime fleet, omitting cruise ships and 
passenger transport as well as small personal vessels; data sourced from European Maritime Safety 
Agency.13 (right) The impact of shipping on United States GDP; data sourced from Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics.14  

 

Particularly, with the world’s first methanol powered 50,000 dwt ships produced in 2016 

by Waterfront Shipping Co., methanol is emerging as a clean fuel source for commercial maritime 

transport. The production of methanol will be necessary for the displacement of GHG produced 

by the escalating volume of maritime shipping. Currently, methanol is principally produced from 

synthesis gas made from crude oil. However, In the past three decades, global conflict and scarcity 

concerns pertaining to crude oil have brought the use of our primary fuel and chemical feedstock 
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under scrutiny.15 Fortunately, due to its abundance within the United States exposed by fracking 

efforts, natural gas may become the ideal chemical feedstock to meet global methanol demands.16, 

17 Methods and materials for the conversion of the principal component of natural gas, methane, 

to methanol are thus of paramount importance to combating GHG.18, 19  

 

Figure 1.2. Emissions data for the trip from Hong Kong to Los Angeles completed by a freight 
container ship based on various fuels. Data was sourced from Winebrake et al.20  

 

A promising metal for the conversion of methane into methanol is Cu. Cu exchanged 

zeolites are known to have high selectivity during the partial oxidation of methane to methanol.21 

The partial oxidation of methane advantageously does not contribute to CO2 production during 

natural gas refining, which is an area of scrutiny for technologies aimed to clean emissions.22 

Recently, further understanding of the active site in Cu functionalized zeolites has cemented their 

promising performance as a gas-to-liquid catalyst for methane/methanol systems.23  

In addition to methanol, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis of liquid hydrocarbons natural gas 

(FTL) is another plausible alternative fuel for the global maritime fleet. FTL is thermochemical 

process in which synthesis gas composed of carbon monoxide and hydrogen is passed over an iron 
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or cobalt catalyst, with the propensity to produce drop in diesel (FTD). As showcased in Figure 2 

FTD has the possibility to reduce PM10, SOx, and petroleum consumption by 2390, 3238, and 

165832 metric tons per trip respectively compared to conventional diesel.20 FTL can be applied to 

synthesis gas derived from domestic natural gas wells which further reduced the United States 

dependence on imported petroleum. Additionally, the carburization of the iron catalysts which are 

emerging as low-cost alternative to cobalt can be synthesized using the United States growing 

reserves of methane. FTL over methane carburized iron catalyst can potentially serve as a solution 

to some emissions from the shipping industry. 

 

Figure 1.3. Calculated suppression of the Tamman temperature using the Gibbs-Thomson equation 
for Fe nanoparticles. 

 

The production of hydrocarbons over transition metals from synthesis gas can be traced 

back to 1902 as reported in Sebatier’s work on Ni and Co catalysts.24 In 1913 BASF patented a 

method for the preparation of liquid oil over Co and Os.25 Eventually by 1924, Fischer and Tropsch 

demonstrated that exposure of synthesis gas to catalyst could yield useful alkanes.25 The FTL 

process has been carried out over iron, iron oxide, and iron carbide catalysts. It is currently 
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assumed that the active phase of the catalysts is a carbide which can be formed in-situ or during 

catalyst synthesis.  A major deactivation pathway for catalyst used in these reactions is sintering 

of finely divided metal sites into larger particles, decreasing active surface area.26 As a heuristic 

metallic atoms often experience appreciable mobility beginning at their Tamman temperature, 

typically considered as half their melting point.27 Further, nanoscale dimensions of metal active 

sites leads to a depression of the melting point as well.28 The combination of these effects has been 

plotted for Fe in Figure 3. With significantly reduced melting temperature, the elevated 

temperatures, typically 250-370 °C, under which FTS is executed can lead to appreciable 

sintering.25 Additionally, the thermal conditions necessary for production of these catalysts are 

constrained as well for similar reasons.  

Throughout my doctoral work I have labored to prepare materials in which the metal is 

embedded throughout a mesoporous silica support. Entrapment of metal sites within SiO2 can 

serve to provide a barrier to adatom diffusion, limiting overall sintering. One of the most 

ubiquitous mesoporous SiO2 supports is called SBA-15. This material is typically prepared by a 

hydrothermal sol-gel process near 100 °C using an acid catalyst in conjunction with a block-

copolymer template dispersed in water.29 This SiO2 is characterized by a P6/m array of columnar 

pores with  diameters ranging between 3-10 nm, leading to surface areas spanning  

500-1000 m2 g-1.30  

Since the need for a carbon-neutral surrogate to fossil fuel is still relevant where the scale 

of energy consumption negates electrification, methods to increase the number of Fe sites within 

these catalysts is a worthy pursuit. Unfortunately, the acidic nature of SBA-15 synthesis impedes 

incorporation of high weight percentages of metal. Within the highly acidic (pH < 1) aqueous 

media, Fe exists extensively as solvated Fe2+ ions. Additionally, the lack of flanking oxygens, as 
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in oxo-metal species, and the hydration shell prevent nucleophilic attack by silanol species; 

minimizing direct incorporation of Fe within the silica framework. The acid sensitivity of Fe 

speciation during the preparation of Fe-SBA-15 has prompted researchers to implement multi-step 

methods as opposed to “direct-synthesis” in which the metal precursor is added directly to the 

synthesis media in conjunction with silica precursor. For example, iron was first incorporated 

within mesoporous silica under highly acidic conditions by preparation of Fe zeolites which were 

co-condensed within forming MSN.31 Early reports of Fe-SBA-15, by “direct” synthesis often 

focused on the application of the end-material, with minimal emphasis on Fe incorporation itself.32, 

33 Since then a variety of techniques to control the pH while iron is present, which would mitigate 

the high solubility of Fe in acidic media have been investigated.34 Eventually understanding of the 

effect of Fe/Si ratio was explored from pH 1-6, relatively weak acidic conditions for the 

preparation of SBA-15.35 By varying Fe/Si ratio from 1-15 within the gel, the Fe/Si ratio within 

the product spanned 0.043 - 7.41 at pH = 1.5. Further, by setting the gel at conditions which yield 

a Fe/Si ratio = 0.072 and varying pH from 1-5.6, the Fe/Si ratio in the product ranged from 0-1. 

The structure of Fe in these materials often exists as isolated framework species at low Fe/Si ratios, 

with a distribution of extra-framework clusters, iron oxides, and framework species appearing at 

high Fe/Si ratios. Many of these early efforts focused on the use of iron nitrate nonahydrate, 

operated in weak-acid, or employed ammonium fluoride to modulate the pH. However, Vinu et al. 

expanded our understanding of the role of water to acid ratio as a method to deleterious columbic 

interactions such as repulsion between protonated silica species and positive iron hydroxo 

compounds under highly acidic conditions used during SBA-15 synthesis. Extrapolating from their 

previous work towards optimization of Al incorporation within SBA-15, illustrates the role pH 

plays. High acid content promotes formation of aqueous Fe2+ while silanol species also possess a 
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positive charge. The positively charged silanol units effectively coordinate with electron rich 

ethylene oxide regions of the polymer template; however, electrostatic repulsion drives away 

aqueous metal species. By adjusting the pH above the isoelectric point of silica, a negative charge 

is developed which interacts favorably with dissolved metals.36 

To overcome the challenges of direct synthesis of Fe-SBA-15 we believe there are two 

principle areas of control. The first is exploration of the Fe precursor. Unfortunately, the majority 

of Fe salts tend to have high solubility resulting iron cations. This has led us to explore the 

possibility of co-reactants such as diammonium phosphate which can change the chemistry of iron 

in solution. The second are of control is to modify the solvent used. As mentioned the pH can be 

increased or base catalyzed systems lime MCM-41 may be used, however these approaches can 

be detrimental to the textural properties of the final SiO2 or result in smaller pores. Here we believe 

a suitable approach is to eliminate water as the solvent in favor of ionic liquids. As I have shown 

both FTL and methanol production are suitable methods for sourcing liquid fuels. Both processes 

can be carried out if we develop catalysts from earth abundant-low cost transition metals such as 

copper and iron. Furthermore, both processes serve as sinks for North Americas growing capacity 

for methane production. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

FACILE ELECTROLYTIC CU RICH NANOPARTICLE GROWTH ON ZSM-5 

 

 Chapter two explores a new synthetic procedure for the production of Cu rich 

nanoparticles upon silaceous support. Commercially available ZSM-5 and briefly mesoporous 

silica are functionalized. The method describes uses sacrificial electrolysis of metal electrodes 

while the support is suspended within an aqueous solvent. 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Methanol fuels are poised to drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions in commercial 

freight shipping. Because of fracking efforts, natural gas is becoming an accessible feed stock for 

methanol production. Cu functionalized zeolites have shown high activity for partial oxidation of 

methane to methanol. Here, we describe a facile and reagent-free process for in situ formation of 

Cu rich nanoparticles on the surface of commercial ZSM-5. This green process is carried out 

through electrolysis of Cu wire with minimal purification in aqueous solution. The produced 

materials were found to have Cu content as high as 1.60 wt. % while maintaining high surface 

area. high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and energy dispersive x-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) mapping show evenly dispersed 3-5 nm Cu rich nanoparticles on the surface 

of the support. These materials exhibit first order rate constants up to −5.  ×  −  s-1 for the 

reduction of 4-nitrophenol indicative of readily accessible catalytic sites. X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and nitrogen 

physisorption are also employed to characterize the catalytic material. The robust synthesis method 

was applied over various times, voltages, and supports. 
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 Cu exchanged zeolites are known to have high selectivity during the partial oxidation of 

methane to methanol.1 The partial oxidation of methane advantageously does not contribute to 

CO2 production during natural gas refining, which is an area of scrutiny for technologies aimed to 

clean emissions.2 Recently, further understanding of the active site in Cu functionalized zeolites 

has cemented their promising performance as a gas-to-liquid catalyst for methane/methanol 

systems.3 Electrochemical methods for the production of Cu catalysts benefit from simplicity, low-

cost, and feasibility making them ideal for tackling industrial production of Cu catalyst.4 

Application of a variety of electrolytic methods has been used to produce Cu, CuxOy, and Cu(OH)2 

nanoparticles.5 We believe the need for novel formation of small oxo-bound Cu clusters justifies 

the extension of electrolytic techniques in a facile manner to their production. Herein, we disclose 

a reagent-free method to produce a dual functionality catalyst, CuZSM-5. Through a facile 

electrolysis process using Cu wire, commercial ZSM-5, and water, we produce 3-5 nm 

nanoparticles rich in Cu dispersed across the surface of the ZSM-5 support. These particles also 

appear to have Cu(OH)2 present. We describe the physicochemical attributes of our CuZSM-5 

system through HR-TEM, EDS Mapping, inductively coupled plasms atomic emission 

spectroscopy (ICP-AES), XRD, FTIR, TGA, and N2 physisorption methods. To further investigate 

the accessibility and reactivity of copper nanoparticle functionalized ZSM-5 materials, we 

demonstrate its performance in the model reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol.  

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

 The following section details the steps necessary for electrolytic modification of ZSM-5. 

Additionally, the characterization techniques necessary for conformation of the process are 

described within. 
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2.2.1 Preparation of Reactor 

Synthetic apparatus for CuZSM-5 catalyst consisted of an Erlenmeyer round-bottom flask 

fitted with a custom electrolytic cell, as pictured in Figure S1. This cell is prepared by placing two 

metallic electrodes (14-gauge Cu wire) through a septum and isolating the ends with a natural 

rubber spacer or hot-melt adhesive. Before installation, the electrodes are mechanically polished 

to remove surface oxides using a commercial carborundum abrasive. An electrode gap of 1-3 mm 

is necessary to minimize solution resistance as the electrolytic reduction reaction proceeded. While 

ambient O2 (g) was not found to impact results, to control the atmosphere, the 100 mL flask is 

fitted with a Schleck adapter and septa for N2 purging. Except where noted reagents were acquired 

from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. 

 

2.2.2 Electrolytic Modification of ZSM-5  

Within the cell described in Fig. S1, a variety of porous silica nanoparticles (PSN) or PSN 

precursors are suspended within the chosen solvent. Within this work, we primarily explored 

modification of commercial microporous H-ZSM-5 in aqueous media; however, we found similar 

results when modifying mesoporous SBA-15 possessing 5.4 nm pores and in-situ during the 

synthesis of MCM-41. Support material is suspended by stirring of the solution at 450 RPM and 

the reactor atmosphere is purged with N2. Finally, to modify the suspended support, voltage, 

current, and heat are applied to the cell for a set amount of time to produce nanoparticles on the 

PSN surface, although solution temperature and atmosphere appear to have negligible impacts on 

modification.  

To modify commercial H-ZSM-5, 75 mL nanopure H2O was used as the solvent for 1 g H-

ZSM-5 (Zeolyst International, CBV3024E, nSi/nAl = 30), which was calcined at 550 ℃ for 5 h prior 
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to modification to convert it from the nominal ammonium form to protonic H-ZSM-5. The cell 

was then purged with high purity N2 for four reactor volumes. The suspension is held at 50 ℃ and 

stirred at 450 RPM for the duration of the reaction. The two electrodes are connected to a DC 

power supply (BIOrad PowerPac Basic 75 W) providing a constant voltage of 80 V. The reaction 

was run for 60 min under N2 (g), after which centrifugation recovered the catalyst, and dried under 

ambient conditions overnight. During the reaction, pH was measured at several points using a pH 

meter (Fisher Accumet XL15). The dried recovered catalyst appeared light turquoise in color, 

reminiscent of Cu(OH)2 or Cu2CO3(OH)2. Modified catalysts are denoted as CuZSM-5-Duration-

Voltage.  

To show robustness of our method, two mesoporous silica support systems were used in 

addition to microporous H-ZSM-5. CuMSN was prepared in a similar fashion as described for Cu-

ZSM-5 samples. A voltage of 80 V was held for 60 minutes across a solution of SBA-15 prepared 

according to Zhao et al.6 In the case of CuMCM-41, the MCM-41 synthesis was carried out in the 

presence of our electrolytic cell.7 Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 4.7 g, 2.26 × 10-2 mol ), cetyl 

trimethylammonium bromide surfactant (1 g, 2.74 × 10-3 mol ), nanopure H2O (480 mL, 26.6 mol), 

and 2 M NaOH (3.5 mL, 7. 00 × 10-3 mol  ) were combined in a 1000 ml round bottom flask. 

Initially, the surfactant, solvent, and base were combined at 80 °C and allowed to dissolve over 3 

h stirring at 600 RPM. The electrolytic cell was placed within the solution and 80 V was triggered. 

Immediately upon initiation of the voltage across the cell, 4.7 g of TEOS was delivered by syringe 

pump at 120 mL h-1. The reaction continued stirring for 1 h under constant voltage. with the final 

product recovered by filtration. The prepared CuMCM-41 was dried in air over night and calcined 

at 550 °C for 5 h to remove the surfactant template. 
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2.2.3 Characterization of Electrolytically Modified Catalyst 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were acquired on a Phillips CM200 

transmission electron microscope operating in bright-field (BF) mode equipped with a LaB6  

cathode operating at 200 kV accelerating voltage. A FEI TALOS F200X TEM/STEM (HRTEM) 

equipped with Schottky field emission gun operated at 200 keV was operated in BF and dark-field 

(DF) modes. The instrument was equipped with a Super-x energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) 

for acquisition of spectral images. Images were processed using ImageJ software. All samples 

were prepared by casting dilute suspensions of as-prepared catalyst in methanol upon lacey-carbon 

coated Cu grids. 

XRD patterns for samples were acquired on a PANALYTICAL PW3040 x-ray 

diffractometer. θ/2θ scans were acquired between 20-50 ° 2θ with a 4 s dwell time. Samples were 

prepared by packing of powder within a 0.317 cm thick, 2.54 cm by 2.54 cm aluminum holder. 

 FTIR was carried out on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50 spectrometer. FTIR was 

acquired by placing 5 mg of as prepared catalyst in the attenuated total reflectance apparatus and 

acquiring between 500-4000 cm-1. TGA was accomplished with a TA instruments Q500 TGA. 

Scans were acquired between 25-800 °C at 10 °C min-1 under 40 ml min-1 N2 (g).  

Textural Properties were ascertained from N2 physisorption isotherms were acquired on a 

Micrometrics Tristar II 3020. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model for surface area was 

applied to adsorption isotherms for all samples, while the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) model 

was used for pore size distributions on mesoporous samples.8 

ICP-AES was conducted on a Perkin Elmer Optima 3000 to determine total Cu content 

within the prepared catalysts. Samples were dissolved within 48 wt. % HF and aqua regia, 

followed by dilution in 5 wt.% HCl. Quality control standards were run every 10 samples 

(HighPurity QC standards). 
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2.2.4 Catalysis of Model 4-nitrophenol Reduction 

To probe the presence of reactive Cu species, the reduction of p-nitrophenol (PNP) to p-

aminophenol (PAP) was used. The reduction of p-nitrophenol is one of the most prevalent model 

reactions for examining the catalytic activity of metallic nanoparticles in solution.9 Since the 

decrease in adsorption at 400 nm corresponds to consumption of the p-nitrophenolate ion, the 

model reaction was performed in a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific Nicolet 

Evolution e300). Catalyst (10 mg) was placed in a polystyrene cuvette and dispersed within 100 

μL distilled H2O by sonication. The solution was kept overnight to reduce physisorption between 

p-nitrophenol and the catalyst surface. 300 μL of 1 mM p-nitrophenol (aq) and 2 mL distilled H2O 

was added to the cuvette. Immediately before placing the mixture into the spectrometer, 150 μL 

of 100 mM NaBH4 (aq) was added, followed by inversion of the cuvette. 14 scans were acquired 

over 10 min from 200-500 nm. 

 

2.3 Theory and Calculations 

A ubiquitous benchmark reaction for probing the presence of catalyticaly active metal 

surfaces is the reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol. The general reaction is described 

below. 

 

The apparent rate constant, kapp, can be determined from the slope of the linear correlation plot for 

ln(A/A0) vs time t. Since the reaction follows first order kinetics, 

(1) 
− �� = ���� = � � � 
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equation 1 can be used to describe the time dependent concentration of p-nitrophenolate, ct. S is 

the metallic surface area and k1 is the surface area normalized rate constant. Hence, the rate of 

consumption of p-nitrophenolate can be used to determine the kapp.  

Estimation of current density, J, are made based on Ohm’s law, 

(2) � = �� 

where � is the conductivity and � is the electric field. We estimate � based on the applied voltage 

on our cell and the radial distance from the electrode surface.  

 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

Here we present our principle findings from our investigation of the use of sacrificial 

electrolysis for the modification of ZSM-5. A variety of tools were used to explore the structure, 

composition, and presence of catalytic sites on these materials. 

 

2.4.1 Morphology of Electrolytically Modified Catalyst 

The morphology and surface properties of CuZSM-5 was studied using TEM and N2 

physisorption. TEM provided general shape of the ZSM-5 support and the nanoparticles present 

after modification. Image processing using ImageJ provided the average diameter of the Cu 

nanoparticles produced between 3-5 nm. N2 physisorption isotherms were analyzed for integrity 

of the pore structure of the support and the location of the nanoparticles. TEM micrographs show 

two materials present after exposure to our electrolysis process (Fig. 1A), large plate-like ZSM-5 

particles and small circular particles we attribute to the presence of Cu rich nanoparticles. When 

comparing the before and after images Fig. 1B and 1C, the pore structure of the H-ZSM-5 support 
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is still intact after modification. The spherical particles are between 2.5 and 3.5 nm in diameter 

and distributed evenly across the rectangular H-ZSM-5 platelets. 

 

Figure 2.1. TEM images (A) & (B) ZSM-5 post modification. Dark spots are nanoparticles. The 
pore structure of the support appears as orderly rows. (C) ZSM-5 prior to application of voltage, 
no particulate matter is visible. 

 
 

N2 physisorption isotherms, displayed in Fig. 2, have characteristic type II behavior 

observed for microporous HZSM-5.10 High BET surface area of approximately 300 m2 g-1 were 

measured for the initial H-ZSM-5 and CuZSM-5, and modification produced only a small decrease 

in BET surface area of 60 m2 g-1. Since most of the ZSM-5 surface area is due to the internal 

network of micropores, any alteration of the particles outer surface structure would have minimal 

impact on the total BET surface area, while distortion or impairment of the internal pore structure 

would drastically reduce the total surface area. This small decrease in surface area suggests that 

the nanoparticles observed are growing predominantly on the external surface.  

In summary, TEM images of ZSM-5 exposed to non-zero voltages show an abundance of 

approximately spherical nanoparticles upon the H-ZSM-5 substrate. By comparison, untreated H-

ZSM-5 shows no particles and only exhibits the stereotypical micropore structure at high 

magnifications.  
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Figure 2.2. N2 adsorption isotherms for H-ZSM-5 calcined at 773 K, surface area of 296 m2 g-1 
and an electrolytically modified sample prepared by 1 h exposure to 80 V, with a surface area of 
331 m2 g-1. Surface areas reported were calculated using the BET method. 

 

After modification, both samples show minimal deviation from untreated H-ZSM-5 in their N2 

adsorption isotherms, indicating preservation of the pore structure.  

Figure 2.3. (A) Cu ZSM-5 60 80 01 and (B) Cu ZSM-5 60 80 02 The similarity of these separate 
syntheses indicates our method to be highly reproducible. The dark, roughly spherical structures 
are nanoparticles of Cu species formed upon the outer surface of the ZSM-5 substrate. 
H-ZSM-5. 
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2.4.2 Electrolytically Modified Catalyst Composition and Structure 

The structure of our synthesized CuZSM-5 catalyst was investigated with HRTEM, XRD, 

and EDS mapping. HRTEM was used in conjunction with EDS mapping of the samples to 

determine the dispersion and composition of nanoparticles on the H-ZSM-5 support. XRD was 

used to discern if any large-scale crystalline copper species formed. Results from instrumental 

analysis were correlated with catalytic results and pH measurements acquired during synthesis to 

fully describe the structure of the prepared CuZSM-5 catalyst. 

STEM was operated high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) mode to distinguish metallic 

species from the alumina-silicate support. Under HAADF operation, the metallic Cu species 

scatter strongly, leading to the bright white particles observed in Fig. 4A and 4B. EDS maps shown 

in Fig. 4C and 4D produced from the area sampled by HAADF show strong correlation between 

Cu signal and the white regions of the HAADF micrograph. Additionally, Si signal appropriately 

correlates with regions of the HAADF micrograph associated with the H-ZSM-5 support. Bright 

field images acquired of the same region as the HAADF show that the dark particles observed by 

electron microscopy are indeed copper rich.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. (A, C) HAADF-STEM micrographs of two separate regions of CuZSM-5 60 80. (B, 
D) EDS Maps corresponding to the regions captured in HAADF-STEM 

Cu, Si 
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ICP-OES was employed to quantify the presence of Cu after modification of the chosen supports. 

Freshly calcined H-ZSM-5 did not display any Cu content. To assure that observed Cu species 

were not produced by acid leaching of the electrodes, H-ZSM-5 was loaded into the modification 

apparatus and held for 60 min under no applied electric field; after which no Cu content was 

observed by ICP-AES. Several supports of varying porosity and composition were exposed to 80 

V for 60 min. CuZSM-5 exhibited 1.58 wt. % Cu. In the case of modified SBA-15, CuMSN, 4.59 

wt. % Cu was measured. For mesoporous silica formed in-situ, CuMCM-41, nearly 16 wt.% Cu 

was attained.  In the case of the in-situ preparation, we believe that the presence of NaOH allows 

for removal of Si, which forms sites for Cu cations to enter the framework.11 Since the Cu cations 

are also present during the hydrolysis and condensation of the TEOS precursor,  

there may be opportunities for co-condensation within the silica network. 

 Table 2.1. A compiled list of Cu content from ICP-AES measurements. 

Sample Wt. % Cu Voltage (V) Time (min) 

H-ZSM-5 0.00 % - - 

CuZSM-5 60 00 0.00 % 0 60 

CuZSM-5 60 05 0.00 % 5 60 

CuZSM-5 60 15 1.41 % 15 60 

CuZSM-5 60 160 1.11 % 160 60 

CuZSM-5 60 300 0.88 % 300 60 

CuZSM-5 05 80 0.57 % 80 5 

CuZSM-5 10 80 0.29 % 80 10 

CuZSM-5 60 80 01 1.58 % 80 60 

CuZSM-5 60 80 02 1.60 % 80 60 

CuMSN 4.59% 80 60 

CuMCM-41 15.93% 80 60 

Two control materials, H-ZSM-5 and H-ZSM-5 exposed to 0 V for 60 min were analyzed and 
show no Cu content. Samples prepared by varying exposure time tend to have higher Cu content 
the longer the reaction. Sample prepared by varying voltage show lower Cu content the higher 
the applied voltage. Preliminary samples of SBA-15 and in situ MCM-41 were also measured. 
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We believe the higher surface area of SBA-15 provided more sites for Cu cations to initially 

bind to the silica compared to H-ZSM-5, leading to higher Cu content for the same exposure time. 

The Cu wt. %. for samples prepared for various times, supports, and voltages are summarized in 

Table 1. 

 To elucidate the effects of voltage and exposure time on Cu content, we prepared several 

additional batches of CuZSM-5. Initially no Cu is observed until at least 15 V when increasing 

applied voltage from 0-300 V for 60 min. From 15-300 V there is a linear decrease in Cu wt. % 

between 1.41-0.88. We attribute the decrease in metal content with respect to voltage due to 

competition between electrode reactions. At high voltage, the rate at which the anode produces 

Cu2O and CuO2 may outpace production of species favorable for formation of nanoparticle 

species; By varying the exposure time from 5 – 60 min while holding a constant 80 V, Cu wt. % 

displays a power law response between 0.57-1.60 wt. %. We visualize these trends in the effects 

of duration and voltage in Fig. 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Correlation of Cu content and applied voltage (x) or exposure time (○). Cu content 
increases with longer duration of applied constant voltage and decreases with increasing voltage 
over a fixed period.  
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 To confirm that no bulk crystalline copper species formed during our modification 

process XRD analysis was carried out on the samples. Any diffraction peaks, Fig. 6A, from the 

2.5-3.5 nm size of the particles were expected exhibit significant Scherrer broadening if present. 

The TEM micrograph shown in Fig. 6B of the Cu nanoparticles at high magnification exhibit 

lattice fringes, but not all particles exhibit regular structure. No significant peaks due to copper 

oxides, metallic, or carbonates were present in the range of 20 to 80 2�. The several peaks present 

in Fig. 7A correspond to the crystalline structure of ZSM-5.  

 

Figure 2.6. (A) XRD pattern acquired on CuZSM-5 60 80 only shows peaks present for the 
calcined H-ZSM-5 starting material, no peaks are present for common copper species Cu, Cu(OH)2, 
CuO, Cu2O, or Cu2(OH)2CO. (B) TEM micrograph at 380 kX magnification of CuZSM-5 60 80 
shows some particles exhibit lattice fringes despite no diffraction peaks during XRD. 

 

We attempted to determine if the Cu nanoparticles formed were oxides, carbonaceous, or 

hydroxides by FTIR analysis; Each of the possible species should have a unique absorption peak. 

Copper hydroxides will uniquely possess an –OH stretch at 3572 cm-1 and 3315 cm-1 as well as O-

H bending dampened by the effects of adjoin Cu atoms at 1624 cm-1  and 1107 cm-1.12, 13 Copper 
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oxides will exhibit absorption below 700 cm-1 associated with Cu-O vibrations.14 Copper 

carbonates can possess a vibration attributed to C-O coordinated to Cu near 1116 cm-1 as well as 

monodentate (1498 cm-1, 1096 cm-1, 1046 cm-1, and 820 cm-1) or bidentate (873 cm-1, 777 cm-1, 

and 748 cm-1) coordination of Cu with CO3.15, 16 Analysis show the typical features of ZSM-5 

without any additional peaks. We believe the absence of noticeable features in Fig. 7 is due to the 

low weight percentage of sample composed of Cu nanoparticles. Since FTIR is a bulk technique, 

it does not detect the small copper content present in our materials. Other studies of Cu, Cu(OH)2, 

or CuxOy nanoparticles examine neat samples which despite nanoscale, the majority of the material 

is composed of the Cu species of interest explaining the readily observable absorption frequencies 

found in those works.12-14, 16, 17 Additionally, strong absorption from the aluminosilicate support 

may also attenuate excitation of the supported nanoparticles in a similar fashion to the effect of 

water on protein characterization by FTIR.18  

 

Figure 2.7. FTIR spectroscopy of ZSM-5 calcined at 550 C and three independent batches of ZSM-
5 treated by electrolysis for 60 min at 80 V. 
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 The composition of copper species present on the surface of the zeolite support was also 

probed by TGA, using the precise decomposition temperatures of each Cu species as a fingerprint. 

Since H-ZSM-5 does not typically degrade across the temperature range scanned, we aimed to 

attribute any mass loss to possible copper species.19 CuZSM-5 60 80 01 was studied before and 

after extensive degassing under N2 at 120 °C and found that 2 % of the mass lost is likely due to 

H2O physisorbed to the sample surface. Additionally, the shift in decomposition at 730 °C in Fig. 

8 is still prevalent before and after degassing. TGA of basic copper carbonate (Cu(CO)3∙Cu(OH)2), 

malachite (Cu2CO3(OH)2), and Cu(OH)2 typically show stability to 225 °C, 300 °C, and 170 °C, 

respectively.5, 20 We attribute the 4 % weight loss occurring across the scan as due to liberation of 

hydroxide anions from the nanoparticles present on the zeolite support.  

 

Figure 2.8. TGA plot for CuZSM-5 60 80 01 shows relative stability to high temperature. Several 
shifts in the rate of weight loss as a function of temperature are present. 
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2.4.3 Catalytic Reduction of p-nitrophenol 

To probe the catalytic performance of our new material, we used the model reduction of 

PNP to PAP system. In addition to our material, we ran the following controls: fine metallic copper 

powder, copper carbonate hydroxide, copper hydroxide, H-ZSM-5, and 0 V treated H-ZSM-5. Fig. 

9A shows correlation plots prepared from decrease in absorption at 400 nm. We assumed first 

order reaction kinetics and used equation 1 to determine kapp for each of our materials, which we 

summarized in Table 2. Typically, PNP reductions can be modeled per Langmuir-Hinshelwood 

mechanism. In this classic model, five steps are involved in the catalytic reduction of PNP which 

are summarized in Fig. 9B: adsorption of borohydride ions to the metallic nanoparticle surface 

resulting in transfer of various hydrogen species to it, the coincidental adsorption of PNP 

molecules, reduction of PNP by hydrogen, and desorption of PAP.  

 

Figure 2.9. A) Linear correlation plot of ln (A\A0) vs t for CuZSM-5 samples prepared by 60 min 
exposure to 0, 160, and 300 V. B) The reduction of PNP is catalyzed by first dissociating H species 
from NaBH4 onto the surface of the nanoparticle followed by adsorption of the substrate, catalysis, 
and desorption of the product.   

 

 When diffusing through solution to the particle surface and adsorption-desorption of 

borohydride, PNP, and PAP are sufficiently fast, the reduction of physisorbed PNP by hydrogen 

derivatives on the surface become the rate determining step. Here, we acknowledge that we have 
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added vast amounts of non-reactive support surface. We must then consider if adsorption of 

borohydride ions and PNP onto the zeolite surface, followed by surface diffusion to the metal site 

should enter the rate constant. 

Table 2.2. Apparent first order rate constants for the conversion of PNP to PAP 

Catalyst: kapp (s
-1): 

H-ZSM-5 × −  

CuZSM-5 60 00 − × −  

CuZSM-5 60 160 −5. × −  

CuZSM-5 60 300 − . × −  

 

Since kapp for PVP stabilized Cu nanoparticles ranges from  8.20 × −  –  

4.38 × −  s-1, we believe that either adsorption to the zeolite support is unfavorable or that 

adsorption and mass transport across the surface are sufficiently fast as not to impede the rate 

limiting catalysis step.21 Since we see accelerated conversion and low induction period compared 

to free nanoparticles, it may be that adsorption of PNP to the zeolite surface provides a local 

concentration of reagent which can load on to the Cu surface through surface migration. Bulk 

diffusivity for dilute aqueous solutions of PNP is 1× −9 m2 s-1 which is sufficiently fast, perhaps 

discrepancies in the energetics of migration verses direct adsorption to the active particle explain 

the rate increase.22 During control experiments, we observed that fresh H-ZSM-5 and H-ZSM-5 

treated for 60 min at 0 V exhibited no catalytic properties in the reduction of PNP. The catalytic 

results also show as Cu content increases, we see increased catalytic activity.  

 

2.4.4 Mechanism of Formation 

During our preliminary work, we found a thick cake of ZSM-5 formed on the outer layer 

of the anode as displayed in Fig. 10A. Due to observation of vigorous gas evolution and 
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coincidental drop in pH when H-ZSM-5 is dispersed in solution without an applied voltage, we 

believe H+ species, which formerly compensated charge imbalance on the ZSM-5 framework, are 

liberated leading to a net negative surface charge of the ZSM-5. This charge interacts with the 

applied electric field between the electrode causing migration of the suspended ZSM-5 particles 

to the positively charged anode. The cake that is produced adheres strongly if the field is applied, 

even with the cell stirring at 600 RPM. The electrode can be removed with the cylindrical cake 

intact. EDS of SEM on the anode (Fig. 10B) shows a thin layer of Cu2O confirmed by the matte 

red appearance of the electrode followed by strong Si and O upon the plaque.  

 

Figure 2.10. (A) The turquoise material surrounding the anode is a ZSM-5 cake observed after 60 
min under applied voltage. (B)  A 28 x SEM image of the anode pictured in A after the majority 
of the ZSM-5 plaque has been removed. A thin coating of siliceous material intimately overlays 
the Cu of the electrode. 

 

When operating the reactor for more than 15 minutes we found that it was essential to cover 

at least 75 % of the electrode surface in solution, since this coating leads to a dramatic increase in 

the resistance in the cell, causing an interruption of current before completion of the reaction. We 

found that for a 1 h synthesis, 75 mL within a 100 mL three neck flask provided the best balance 

of PSN concentration per the solution volume for the reaction conditions. 
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Figure 2.11. Our proposed mechanism for Cu(OH)2 nanoparticle formation. Dissolution of H 
species acidifies aqueous electrolyte present. Voltage across the cell leads to production of aqueous 
Cu ions and plaquing of the negatively charged ZSM-5 particles upon the anode. Finally, as the 
reaction progresses particles form through dendritic growth of Cu(OH)2 by complex oxidation of 
Cu ions adhered to oxygen sites on ZSM-5. 
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Based on collected characterization, we propose the following mechanism, summarized in 

Fig. 11, for the formation of Cu rich nanoparticles upon H-ZSM-5. We also draw insight from pH 

measurements, PNP reduction, and observed color changes in the catalyst appearance. 

Immediately upon dispersion of H-ZSM-5 in nanopure water a rapid drop in solution pH to 

approximately 2.60 supports the liberation of hydrogen from the zeolite as the source of the 

observed gas. We base this on a shift in the equilibrium for hydrogen dissolution in water, which 

would increase hydronium ion content. In all synthesis, the solution turns faint green within 4 min, 

which we associate with the production of Cu2+ ions from the copper anode per, 

Cu2+ + 2 e- → Cu 

Initially, we believe Cu2+ ions preferentially interact framework oxygen on the surface of ZSM5. 

The need to compensate negative charge imparted by trivalent aluminum on the zeolite frame work 

drives this interaction. At 10 min, we see the formation of a zeolite cake centered around the anode 

as observed in Fig. 10A. This cake can range from 1 to 3 mm and may incidentally encapsulate 

the cathode. ZSM-5 has been shown to have an aluminum content dependent conductivity ranging 

from 1.31×10-2 to 1.49×10-4 S cm-1.23 With a nSi:nAl number of 30, our support material should 

exhibit conductivity close to the former. An estimation of the current density using Equation 2 

ranges from 3-10 A cm-2. Considering that other examples of electrochemical synthesis of copper 

oxide nanostructures occur with current densities as low as 0.04 A cm-2 we believe that the ZSM5 

cake serves as an extended anode surface.24, 25 The synthesized catalyst exhibits blue coloration, 

corresponding to Cu(OH)2 which leads us to believe anodic oxidation could progressively combine 

components of the water/hydroxide equilibrium and Cu per, 

Cu + OH- → CuOH + e- 

2 CuOH → Cu2O + H2O 
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Cu2O + 2 OH- +H2O → 2 Cu(OH)2 + 2 e- 

Which leads us to believe the observed nanoparticles grow by propagation from Cu sites formed 

from reduction of Cu2+ (aq) by the zeolite framework to compensate the charge in place of evolved 

H species. 

 

2.5 Conclusion 

Herein, we described a reproducible method for the synthesis of Cu containing nanoparticles 

supported on the surface of commercial ZSM-5. The nanoparticles produced range from 3-5 nm 

on average and show little aggregation. Characterization measurements suggest that these Cu rich 

nanoparticles also contain Cu(OH)2. We have also found this method shows promise for 

functionalization of SBA-15 materials as well as in-situ functionalization of MCM-41, with results 

in agreement with work on Ni mesoporous silica systems.11 The materials produced by this method 

show high catalytic activity toward the reduction of PNP highlighting abundant and accessible 

active sites. Further exploration of these materials in methane partial oxidation reactions may yield 

a new platform to produce Cu materials suitable for methanol production.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

EXTENSIVE METAL INCORPORATION INDUCED BY SALT ADDITIVE DURING LOW  

PH SBA-15 SYNTHESIS 

 

3.1 Introduction 

SBA-15, the quintessential acid-catalyzed non-ionic-copolymer-templated mesoporous 

silica, has served as a support for a variety of earth-abundant metals within the field of catalysis, 

including Al, Ti, V, and Fe.1 In particular Fe-SBA-15 shows promise in upgrading biomass to liquid 

chemicals.2, 3 Iron metal and its carbide species are particularly effective catalysts for hydrocarbon 

synthesis via the Fischer-Tropsch process.4, 5 With growing domestic supplies of natural gas, 

catalysts which utilize this abundant resource could assist bridging petroleum-derived fuels and 

biomass-sourced alternatives. A current challenge in Fischer-Tropsch catalysis is limiting 

aggregation and particle growth of Fe during the carburization process, which often occurs in situ 

during industrial scale Fischer-Tropsch processes.6-8 We believe one method to limit this process 

is the sequestration of Fe within the framework of mesoporous silica. We focus on the direct 

synthesis of these materials, which involve concurrent inclusion of Fe precursor while the silica 

precursor is introduced.  

Despite effective Fe incorporation by pH tuning, other strategies like alternative precursors 

or co-reactants remain relatively uninvestigated. The majority of the aforementioned materials are 

prepared from iron nitrate nonahydrate, while a few reports make use of ferric chloride, Fenton’s 

reagent, and ferric oxalate.1, 9-12 The lack of diversity in precursors justifies a comparative 

investigation of the effects of precursor on incorporation. In addition, iron content still remains 

relatively low for direct synthetic methods, with maximum Fe/Si ratios after calcination of 0.1 and 
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the majority of reports ranging from 47 to 13.1, 9, 12-17 Herein, we explore the direct synthesis of Fe 

SBA-15 using diammonium phosphate ((NH4)2 HPO4, DHP) additive as an alternative to 

adjustment of pH. The impact of salt additives on metal incorporation within SBA-15 was first 

investigated by Budhi et al.; however, at this time, the effect of salt additive on metal incorporation 

has not yet been extended to iron.18 Addition of DHP drastically increases Fe content under the 

native high acidity of SBA-15 synthesis while preserving high dispersion of metal sites necessary 

for a sinter resistant catalyst. We explore the structure of these materials through XRD, SAXS, 

57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, and EDAX mapping. Experimental results are combined with 

complex equilibrium calculations to propose a mechanism of the interaction between iron and DHP 

leading to increased loading.  

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

This section describes the variety of characterization techniques as well as synthetic 

methods used to produce SBA-15 with and without Fe. Additionally, we have provided details for 

preparation of control SBA-15 materials without an Fe precursor present. 

 

3.2.1 Synthesis 

All materials prepared vary from a previously reported SBA-15 synthetic method where 

template, catalysts, and silica precursor are directly combined.18 Initially, 4 g of Pluronic P-123 

are transferred to a 250 mL Teflon bottle. Pluronic P-123 is a tacky gel that can be difficult to 

handle with conventional techniques, leading to a diminished quantity of surfactant reaching the 

reaction vessel. To address this challenge, we found that the surfactant could be gently heated 

above its melting point and then poured into the Teflon bottle with no observed negative effect on 
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the final textural or morphological properties, while enhancing process time and accuracy of final 

surfactant concentration. The template is dissolved by the addition of 30 mL of filtered water and 

stirring for 3 h at 40 ˚C at 600 RPM. After the allotted dissolution time, a solution of 10 mL of 1.6 

M HCl in 60 mL water is added; the template and catalyst solution is allowed to stir for an 

additional 1 h. 

Depending on the desired material, one can now introduce tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) 

alone or in combination with an iron source. To produce the reference material, 9 g of TEOS were 

added drop-wise using a syringe pump operating at 120 mL h-1. For Fe-SBA-15 prepared without 

DHP, 1.4 mmol of the chosen iron precursor are added as soon as the TEOS delivery is initiated. 

In the case of samples prepared with DHP, first the desired amount of DHP and ferrous ammonium 

sulfate were ground together within a mortar. This mixture was added to the surfactant solutions 

as soon as TEOS delivery began. Once the silica source and any desired salts are added to the 

solution, the reaction is allowed to stir 24 h. Following this initial period, the bottle is sealed and 

brought to 100 ̊ C for an additional 24 h. The solution is then filtered and the recovered mesoporous 

silica nanoparticles (MSN) is calcined at 550 ˚C for 5 h. 

 

3.2.2 Characterization 

Identification of the principal elements composing the prepared materials was 

accomplished through a combination of Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission 

Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS). ICP-AES was conducted on 

a Perkin Elmer Optima 3000 to determine total Fe, P, Si, and S content within the prepared 

catalysts. Samples were dissolved within 48 wt. % HF and aqua regia, followed by dilution in 5 

wt.% HCl. Quality control standards were run every 10 samples (HighPurity QC standards). 
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs were acquired on a Phillips CM200 

transmission electron microscope operating in bright-field (BF) mode equipped with a LaB6 

cathode operating at 200 kV accelerating voltage. A FEI TALOS F200X TEM/STEM (HRTEM) 

equipped with Schottky field emission gun operated at 200 keV was operated in BF and dark-field 

(DF) modes. The instrument was equipped with a Super-x energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) 

for acquisition of spectral images. Images were processed using ImageJ software. All samples were 

prepared by casting dilute suspensions of as-prepared catalyst in methanol upon lacey-carbon 

coated Cu grids. 

Investigation of the particle morphology, porosity, structural phase, metal distribution, and 

iron speciation was carried out through 57Fe Mössbauer, N2 physisorption, small angle x-ray 

scattering (SAXS), powder x-ray diffraction (XRD), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and 

TEM. XRD patterns for samples were acquired on a PANALYTICAL PW3040 x-ray 

diffractometer. θ/2θ scans were acquired with a 4 s dwell time. Samples were prepared by packing 

of powder within a 1/8” thick, 1” by 1” aluminum holder. Physisorption measurements were 

carried out on a Micrometrics Tristar 3020 using a 6 h degas at 100 °C. Surface areas were derived 

from the BET equation applied to data below p/p0 < 0.4. Pore width distributions were derived 

from absorption isotherms using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) theory.19 Finally, interplanar 

spacing, d100, for the (100) plane of the expected hexagonal pore network were obtained using 

SAXS and the following equation was used to determine the unit cell parameters, 

� = √  

where a0 is the length of the unit cell. SAXS scattering patterns were acquired using a PANalytical 

x-ray generator with a Cu target and an Anton-Paar SAXSess system. The signal was acquired by 

exposing of a phosphor image plate detector, which was digitized using a Perkin-Elmer Cyclone 
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readout system and Anton-Parr SAXSquant software. The latter was used to perform the 

desmearing operation (15 iterations) to correct for the slit geometry of the SAXSess system and 

also to perform some particle size analyses. Data analysis was conducted on SAXSquant1D and 

the Irena SAXS package for Igor Pro.20 We were particularly interested in the position of 

diffraction peaks that can occur in the low angle region sampled during SAXS, as these correlate 

to diffraction of x-rays by the pores of MSN. For absolute intensities (cross section per unit 

volume, cm-1), methods were developed to measure the transmission of the Cu-Kα x-rays and an 

optimal thickness for each sample was chosen. Transmission values for samples were acquired on 

a Siemens D500 x-ray diffractometer using Cu-Kα x-rays diffracted from a LaB6 standard. The 

attenuation of the (110) peak from the LaB6 was measured with and without the sample placed in 

the beam on the diffracted side.  Samples were prepared by taking a finely divided and 

homogenized powder consisting of SBA-15 type mesoporous silica and placing it on a commercial 

acetate adhesive tape mounted onto an aluminum plate with a 3 mm x 30 mm slot. Data processing 

was performed by extracting the corrected absolute intensity data with SAXSQuant1D. A density 

of 0.34 g cm-3 was assigned to the SBA-15 sample based on commercial data from Sigma Aldrich. 

Mössbauer absorbers were prepared from 100-200 mg of Fe-SBA-15 mixed with 100 mg of 

powdered sugar as a binder and pressed into 13 mm diameter pellets. Mössbauer spectra were 

acquired at room temperature with a constant acceleration system operated in the triangular mode 

using a 10 mCi 57Co-doped rhodium foil source. Velocity calibration was made with a pure Fe foil. 

The zero of velocity was the center of the Fe spectrum. Spectra were fitted with a superposition of 

Lorentzian-shaped lines using WinNormos V3.0 coupled with the IGOR Pro V6.3 software 

package. 
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3.2.3 Iron Speciation Calculations with Visual MINTEQ 

Visual MINTEQ version 3.1 was utilized for the prediction of complex equilibrium 

speciation for our system.21 Visual MINTEQ is useful for calculation of inorganic species present 

in aqueous systems as well as the changes the system undergoes as a result of the introduction of 

inorganic species. We performed all calculations at 40 ˚C and assume that our system reaches a 

near-equilibrium state within the allotted synthesis times. The inorganic components, iron, 

chloride, ammonium, sulfate, and phosphate were entered in to the model assuming full 

dissociation of their respective salts. Ionic strength and pH were calculated by the model. 

Ultimately the model computed the relative concentration of each species present. The initial 

species were computed using stoichiometry and the following paired quantities of ferrous 

ammonium sulfate and DHP (g Fe, g DHP): (0.55,0.25), (1.11, 0.50), (2.22, 1.00), (4.44, 2.00).  

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

In this section we disclose the findings of our investigation into the effects of precursor 

chemistry as well as DHP on Fe incorporation within SBA-15. Detailed explanation of the 

structural, compositional, and mechanism of Fe incorporation are presented. 

 

3.3.1 The Effects of Iron Precursor on Metal Incorporation  

To establish the current state of Fe-SBA-15 synthesis in highly acidic conditions we 

prepared materials from 10 different iron precursors, including the ubiquitous ferric nitrate 

nonahydrate. Literature has deemed Fe incorporation into the silica framework as being controlled 

by the molar gel ratio of nH2O:nHCl, prompting us to use 1:0.032:0.016:0.364:127 

TEOS:Fe2O3:P123:HCl:H2O. As seen in Table 1, which showcases Fe-SBA-15 prepared from 
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differing iron salts under similar gel conditions, regardless of the starting Fe compound we found 

negligible Fe uptake into the final SBA-15. We also believe due to the high surface area of the 

final MSN, the presence of Fe precursor in solution did not extensively impact the formation 

mesoporous silica. This notion is further confirmed by the presence of stereotypical type IV 

isotherms. Most precursors resulted in between a 2-16 % decrease in pore volume compared to a 

reference SBA-15. Ferrous ascorbate increased Vp by 12 %. While ferric sulfate n hydrate and 

ferrous sulfate heptahydrate decreased Vp by more than 40 %. The impact on surface area of the 

final MSN ranged from a decrease of 6-16 % for most precursors, again ferric sulfate and ferrous 

sulfate had the most impact with surface area reductions exceeding 30 %.  

All of the chosen precursors are salts of iron which differ in hydration, oxidation state, and 

counteranion. In general, there is no correlation between any of these properties and iron content. 

Hydrated iron chlorides tend to have twice the iron content as dehydrated species, with little 

variation on the degree of hydration; and no dependence on the oxidation state of iron in the salt. 

Hydrated iron ammonium sulfates show a further degree of incorporation with increasing water of 

crystallization. Samples prepared with iron sulfates exhibit higher iron content compared to iron 

ammonium sulfates, which may suggest that the ammonium ion further lowers the pH of the 

solution, dissuading iron incorporation. Iron sulfide likely shows poor performance due to its low 

solubility in aqueous media. The low iron content due to ferrous ascorbate could result from the 

partial dissociation of the salt into Fe2+, positively charged iron ascorbate species, ascorbate anions 

leaving some iron bound with ascorbate.22 Sulfate and sulfide species tended to display lower 

surface areas. As all of these are potential sources of sulfate anions, they can potentially interact 

as counterions during the counterion mediated assembly mechanism of the surfactant micelle-silica 

precursor mesophase. 
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Table 3.1. Metal Content and Textural Properties for Fe-SBA-15 

 nSi/nFe*   

Precursor Gel Product‡ 
ABET 
(m2 g-1)† 

Vp 
(cm3 g-1)† 

Ferrous (II) Chloride 16.4 2051 876 1.27 

Ferrous (II) Chloride · 4 H2O 15.6 787 891 1.10 

Ferric (III) Chloride · 6 H2O 15.4 877 869 1.10 

Ferric (III) Nitrate · 9 H2O 15.8 1455 885 1.23 

Ferrous (II) L-Ascorbate 15.6 3216 866 1.44 

Ferric (III) Ammonium Sulfate · 12 H2O 15.4 680 801 1.01 

Ferrous (II) Ammonium Sulfate · 6 H2O 15.2 1425 698 1.09 

Ferrous (II) Sulfate · 7 H2O 15.2 301 634 0.73 

Ferric (III) Sulfate · n H2O 15.1 1927 613 0.50 

Ferrous (II) Sulfide 10.5 1214 728 1.24 

* Metal content determined by ICP-AES. † Textural properties from N2 porosimetry. ‡ Material 
after template removal by calcination. 

 

If the binding energy of the sulfate to the micelles varies from that of the chloride, the shape 

and dimensions of the structure-dictating template will vary. Variation of the iron precursor salt 

appears to have negligible effect on iron content in the final MSN when introduced with TEOS; 

however, the timing of introduction may ultimately play a role. Other investigators choose to 

introduce iron pre-gelation, or at some intermediate time during the gelation process, explaining 

the discrepancies in the literature for Fe-SBA-15 prepared from iron nitrates. 

 

3.3.2 Synthesis of Fe-SBA-15 Without Salt Additive  

To measure the impact of DHP additive on Fe incorporation, a control group was prepared 

from ferrous ammonium sulfate hexahydrate. The control group consists of four samples with gel 

conditions ranging across 1:0.017-0.131:0.016:0.364:127 TEOS:Fe2O3:P123:HCl:H2O. 

Additionally, Fe-free SBA-15 was prepared under identical gel conditions as the blank. We settled 
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on ferrous ammonium sulfate due to its compositional similarity to ammonium heptamolybdate 

used in our previous investigation of DHP on molybdenum incorporation.18 One concern was the 

impact of additional non-metallic cations or anions on the structure of the final MSN, since our 

precursor choice introduces ammonium and sulfate to the gel during synthesis. The effect of 

ammonium could manifest as a decrease in pH by deprotonation of ammonium ions. However, the 

low pH of the gel shifts ammonia-ammonium equilibrium towards ammonium. Monitoring pH 

during a series of control experiments illustrated that addition of ferrous ammonium sulfate to 

acidified solutions of DHP negligibly impacts the pH. The impact of anions was considered from 

two points: first, that the presence of sulfate could impact the state of Fe in solution by forming 

iron sulfates, and second that the sulfate anion or, when DHP is present, the phosphate anion could 

interfere with the counter ion mediated assembly mechanism of SBA-15 in which gel components 

organize as S+ X- I+, where S+ represents the protonated ethylene oxide groups of P123, I+ is the 

protonated variant of silica precursors under acidic conditions, and X- represents the counter anion 

which is usually Cl- from hydrolysis of the acid catalyst.23-25 The second concern relates to the 

previously investigated counterion effect on the lyotropic behavior of MSN formation and we have 

found no literature reporting on the effect of phosphate anions specifically on MSN preparation, 

although SBA-15 has been prepared using phosphoric acid as opposed to HCl.26, 27 Fortunately, 

both Cl- and SO4
2- have similar binding strengths to the micelles leading to similar structure of the 

template.26 Additionally, since the counterion mediated synthesis mechanism for SBA-15 involves 

a sufficient induction period during which anions associate with the charged micelle surface, by 

delaying the addition of sulfate or phosphate species until after the induction period, we avoided 

any deleterious effects on the structure of the resulting MSN. At the end of the induction period, 
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the region between micelles is still relatively unpopulated with condensed silica species leaving 

ample opportunity for metal incorporation.  

Table 3.2. Iron Content and Textural Properties for Fe-SBA-15 Control Samples 

 nSi/nFe*       

Sample Gel Product† 
ao 

(nm) 
do 

(nm) 
ABET 

(m2 g-1) 
dP 

(Å) 
Vp 

(cm3 g-1) 
T=a0-dp 

(Å) 

Fe-SBA-15 
(168) 

30.3 168 11.51 9.97 644 64.0 0.64 51.1 

Fe-SBA-15 
(1425) 

15.2 1425 11.79 10.21 634 68.1 0.73 49.8 

Fe-SBA-15 
(999) 

7.6 999 12.49 10.82 827 97.1 1.07 27.8 

Fe-SBA-15 
(1669) 

3.8 1669 11.79 10.21 707 76.9 0.71 41.0 

SBA-15 - - 12.08 9.68 949 96.8 1.29 24.0 

* Metal content determined by ICP-AES. Textural properties from N2 porosimetry. † Material 
after template removal by calcination. Pore widths determined from the desorption branch of 
the N2 adsorption isotherm. 

 

Physisorption measurements were carried out on four samples of SBA-15 synthesized with 

increasing amounts of ferrous ammonium sulfate. As seen in SI-1, all four samples exhibit type IV 

isotherms with H1 hysteresis loop between the adsorption and desorption branches. However, Fe-

SBA-15 (169) begins to exhibit pseudo H2 behavior manifested as a less defined onset of capillary 

condensation in the adsorption branch. Fe-SBA-15 (168), Fe-SBA-15 (1425), and Fe-SBA-15 

(1669) share similar plateau pressures, which is reflected in their similar pore volumes. Fe-SBA-

15 (999) exhibits a minimal 17 % decrease in pore volume due to similar quantity of N2 adsorbed 

from P/P0 0.5-1.0 compared to that of the reference SBA-15. In contrast, Fe-SBA-15 (168), Fe-

SBA-15 (1425), and Fe-SBA-15 (1669) all show approximately a 45 % reduction in pore volume 

due to decreased adsorption at higher partial pressures. Our preliminary Fe-SBA-15 prepared with 

ferrous ammonium sulfate during screening of many different iron salts presented in Table 1 
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possessed pore volume and surface area values 16 and 26 % below the SBA-15 control. The sample 

prepared as a control with identical gel conditions had similar iron content and surface area, but 

significantly lower pore volume. Tabulated values for textural properties of a series of control 

materials prepared using ferrous ammonium sulfate can be found in Table 2. The iron content for 

the control samples remains low and within the ranges found for all other iron precursors. 

Systematic increase of ferrous ammonium sulfate shows no trend in iron content within the 

recovered MSN. This suggests, that not only does precursor salt not seem to impact Fe content, 

the ratio of Fe to water, acid, TEOS, and surfactant is also irrelevant for the ranges studied.  

Nitrogen porosimetry analysis indicates that the controls prepared likely possess hexagonally 

arrayed pores between 2-50 nm. However, despite similar surface areas, samples showed 

fluctuation in pore volume. To further elucidate the morphology of the controls SAXS patterns and 

bright field TEM were recorded for each control sample to probe if the presence of Fe in the gel 

impeded mesophase formation. Each sample shows characteristic (100) diffraction peaks of p6mm 

space group. In addition, Fe-SBA-15 (999) and Fe-SBA-15 (1669) show diffraction from the (110) 

and (200) planes. The presence of (110) and (200) reflections in SI-1 indicates well defined and 

extended ordering to the pore structure. The sharpness and intensity of the (100) and (200) peak 

increases with iron content in the gel and not final iron content for these samples. Micrographs in 

Figure 1 also clearly show arrays of mesopores with hexagonal orientation. In conjunction with 

the low iron content measured by ICP-AES, no iron particles appear to be present, further 

confirming that the precursor predominately remains unincorporated within MSN. Fe-SBA-15 

(168), Fe-SBA-15 (1425), and Fe-SBA-15 (1669) show diffraction from (10) at q values slightly 

higher than that of the reference suggesting a tighter packing of pores. This condensed structure 

suggests smaller pores are present leading to the reduced pore volumes in Table 2 and correlates 
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with the smaller BJH pore widths in SI-2. Porosimetry data, x-ray scattering, and electron 

microscopy confirm that a suitable high surface area SBA-15 type MSN can be prepared in the 

presence of iron salts within the gel. 

 

Figure 3.1. TEM micrographs of samples prepared without DHP (A) Fe-SBA-15 (168), (B) Fe-
SBA-15 (1425), (C) Fe-SBA-15 (999), and (D) Fe-SBA-15 (1669). All scale bars are 200 nm. 

 

Investigation of the speciation of the minimal iron content within our controls was carried 

out by powder XRD and 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy. As expected from the lack of metallic or 

metal oxide nanoparticles present in Figure 1, XRD from 10-80 ° 2θ (SI-3) did not show diffraction 

peaks for any of the common phases of iron or iron oxide. The low metal content dictated a more 

sensitive technique was necessary to determine the phases of iron present. Mössbauer spectra (SI-

4) for Fe-SBA-15 (168) consisted of two broad singlets with low resonance. Due to the very low 

iron content these components could not be unambiguously identified but may indicate the 

presence of superparamagnetic hematite or Fe sites binding directly to the silica. The lack of 

significant iron phases detected by either technique cements the concept that Fe-SBA-15 prepared 

without the salt additive exhibit negligible iron content. 
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3.3.3 Impact of DHP additive on Fe-SBA15 

A range of samples were prepared in the presence of DHP in order to uncover the effects 

and mechanism of the salt on Fe-SBA-15 formation. Samples synthesized in the presence of DHP 

used the same gel ratio as additive free controls in Table 2. For each sample prepared, an 

approximately equimolar quantity of DHP to Fe was added. Beyond these samples, asymmetric 

samples were prepared with 5.4:1, 2.7:1. 1:1.5, 11:3.0 nDHP: nFe. The morphology and composition 

of Fe-SBA-15 was initially determined using ICP-AES, N2 physisorption, BF TEM, and SAXS. 

By scaling the amount of salt in step with Fe, any plateau effects on Fe incorporation could be 

observed. With the synthesis of samples with either constant Fe or DHP, we were able to isolate 

the effectiveness of increased Fe in the gel compares to increased DHP on metal incorporation 

within the final product. 

 

Table 3.3. Iron Content and Textural Properties for Fe-SBA-15 Prepared with DHP 

 nSi/nFe*       

Sample Gel Product† 
ao 

(nm
) 

do 

(nm) 
ABET 

(m2 g-1) 
dP 

(Å) 
Vp 

(cm3 g-1) 
T‡=a0-dp 

(Å) 

Fe-SBA-15 (75) § 30.4 75 11.8 10.2 735 79.5 0.71 38.41 

Fe-SBA-15 (22) § 15.2 22 12.5 10.8 919 102.6 1.13 22.35 

Fe-SBA-15 (12) § 7.6 12 12.1 10.5 800 91.4 0.86 29.43 

Fe-SBA-15 (7) § 3.8 7 11.8 10.2 613 86.2 0.65 31.71 

   nDHP:nFe     

Fe-SBA-15 (17) 30.8 17 5.4:1 799 80.2 1.32 - 

Fe-SBA-15 (27) 30.8 27 2.7:1 821 57.5 0.93 - 

Fe-SBA-15 (35) 15.3 35 1:1.5 974 58.6 1.04 - 

Fe-SBA-15 (25) 7.6 25 1:3.0 822 65.0 1.03 - 

* Metal content determined by ICP-AES. Textural properties from N2 porosimetry. † Material 
after template removal by calcination. Pore widths determined from the desorption branch of 
the N2 adsorption isotherm. ‡ Wall thickness. § These samples were prepared using a 1:1 ratio 
for nDHP:nFe. 
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All materials prepared in the presence of DHP show nearly 100 % reduction in nSi/nFe while 

exhibiting high surface area. As suggested by the high surface areas in Table 3, all materials 

prepared in the presence of the additive exhibit type IV isotherms (SI-5). SAXS plots for each 

sample are composed of three peaks each. In contrast to non-DHP samples, we were able to index 

the (100), (110), and (200) peaks for each sample regardless of Fe content. Salts have been shown 

to improve ordering of mesoporous materials, and it appears that DHP exhibits this property as 

well.28 For the range of 22 to 7 for iron content in the final MSN product, ascending Fe content 

correlates with decreasing surface area. The decrease in surface area is due to a progressive 

shrinking of the pore determined from BJH analysis of the adsorptive branch (SI-2). Including 

additional DHP at nDHP:nFe stoichiometry above 1 continually improves the textural properties 

towards that of native SBA-15 as seen in Figure 2. While tripling the molar quantity of either Fe 

or DHP with respect to the other produces similar surface area, increasing DHP produces larger 

pores. Micrographs in Figure 3 depict the hexagonal arrangement of pores suggested by our 

recorded isotherms and scattering experiments and an absence of any metallic particles.  

 

Figure 3.2. N2 Physisorption isotherms for Fe-SBA-15 prepared with increasing amounts of DHP 
and a constant amount of iron precursor. 
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Regardless of the ratio of DHP to Fe in the gel, comparison of the Fe content for prepared 

MSN in Tables 2 and 3 indicates a several orders of magnitude improvement of Fe incorporation 

based on nFe/nSi for samples prepared with DHP. In general, as DHP and Fe are increased within 

the gel, we see increased Fe contents within the final MSN. Iron content in the gel included 1.4, 

2.8, 5.7, and 11.3 mmol producing 1.1, 4.4, 5.6, or 10.1 wt.% Fe within the product. Holding the 

amount of Fe in the gel constant and increasing DHP increased Fe within the MSN at a rate of 

0.0043 wt.% mmol-1. Interestingly, increasing the amount of Fe in the gel holding DHP fixed 

produced an increase of 0.0045 wt.% mmol-1 which suggests that the amount of Fe present limits 

uptake when DHP is present. DHP appears to allow Fe to be readily incorporated within SBA-15 

prepared under highly acidic conditions using a direct synthetic method. 

 

Figure 3.3. TEM micrographs of samples prepared with DHP (A) Fe-SBA-15 (75), (B) Fe-SBA-
15 (22), (C) Fe-SBA-15 (12), and (D) Fe-SBA-15 (7). All scale bars are 100 nm. 

 

Despite no visible particles within BF-TEM, initial investigation of Fe sites was carried 

out by XRD. Previously, samples prepared without DHP exhibited no crystalline peaks, while with 

DHP crystalline peaks emerge in addition to the broad feature attributed to amorphous silica 
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centered near 23° 2θ. The emergent structure was identified as either the �-quartz or tridymite 

phase of FePO4. While all four samples contain the (10̅) and (100) of the �-quartz structure of 

FePO4, indexing of Fe-SBA-15 (7) and Fe-SBA-15 (12) contain many of the higher order peaks 

for � -quartz. As depicted in Figure 4, the sharpness and intensity of the iron phosphate peaks 

increases with Fe content. There is also a trend in the peak positions as DHP content increases, in 

which the angle of diffraction approaches that of pristine � -quartz. In addition to the � -quartz 

phase, peaks at 21.05 and 22.75° 2θ belong to a tridymite like phase of FePO4 and appear weakly 

for Fe-SBA-15 (22) and strongly for Fe-SBA-15 (12).29 The presence of iron phosphate domains 

prompted us to investigate the P content of the materials prepared with DHP by ICP. Analysis 

yielded the following molar quantities of P (�mol): Fe-SBA-15 (75) 1.1, Fe-SBA-15 (22) 8.1, Fe-

SBA-15 (12) 12.1, Fe-SBA-15 (7) 10.8. These quantities equate to nFe:nP of approximately 1:1, 

which is in agreement with the stoichiometry of �-FePO4 and t-FePO4. 

In agreement with XRD, 57Fe Mössbauer spectra contain resonance shift markedly 

different from those of samples prepared in the absence of DHP. Complementing the oxidation 

state of Fe within the present phosphate structure, there appears to only be Fe3+ species present 

exemplified by the higher magnitude for isomer shift and quadrupole splitting. Again, the spectra 

of each sample in Figure 5 appears as a single doublet and we also observed a lack of resonance 

indicating the presence of six-line magnetic splitting usually observed in large-grain Fe2O3, which 

was not present in XRD either. In contrast to the two components necessary to describe the DHP-

free system, we found 3 species necessary to adequately fit the acquired spectrum.  
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Figure 3.4. XRD powder diffraction pattern of Fe-SBA-15 prepared with the salt additive DHP. 
The black trace is a reference SBA-15 prepared in the absence of an Fe precursor. 

 

These include superparamagnetic hematite, FePO4, and tridymite FePO4. XRD and 57Fe 

Mössbauer suggest that the iron exists in FePO4 of significant size to produce diffraction, yet BF-

TEM does no readily elucidate these structures. 

In an effort to better understand the orientation and interaction of Fe, P, and Si EDS maps, 

Figure 6, were recorded. In general, all materials show uniform distribution of Fe, P, and Si. At 

this scale, the morphology of the Fe-SBA-15 can be observed. Samples with high Fe content, 6-C 

and 6-D display the archetypical ropelike particle silhouette. 

 

● Fe-SBA-15 (7) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (12) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (22) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (75) 
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Figure 3.5. Measured 57Fe Mössbauer spectra recorded at 298 K for sample prepared with DHP 
and the various component required to fit the spectra. 

 

Samples low in Fe, 6-A and 6-B, tend to consist of particles shaped as random polygons. 

Each sample shows Fe and P correlated directly to Si reinforcing our claim that iron phosphate 

domain present exist within the SBA-15 framework. All samples exhibit more intense P spectra in 

comparison to Fe. Additionally, Fe spectrum intensity increases from A to D mirroring the trend 

(●) Recorded             (●) �-quartz FePO4 
(●) tridymite FePO4   (●) hematite 
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observed by ICP-AES. Likewise, an expected direct correlation between the sharpness and 

intensity of iron phosphate phases observed in XRD and increasing Fe and P content is displayed. 

The Fe content calculated from EDS diverges from that of ICP; however, EDS is a surface sensitive 

technique, indicating that the surface of the Fe-SBA-15 prepared is Fe deficient. 

XPS was conducted on both DHP and non-DHP samples, both Fe and P were analyzed. 

The Fe 2 p3/2 spectrum exhibited noise due to the low Fe content of the samples. All samples 

prepared showed 2:1 stoichiometry for O 1s to Si. 2p. Non-DHP samples showed 0 at. % Fe except 

for Fe SBA-15 (168) which possessed 0.1 at. % Fe. All samples synthesized with equimolar DHP 

had an elevated Fe signal as well as the presence of P. Fe content measured 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.3 

at. % for samples FePO4 SBA-15 (75), FePO4 SBA-15 (22), FePO4 SBA-15 (12), and FePO4 SBA-

15 (7), respectively. Phosphorus content was steady at 1:1 to Fe at. %. Figure 7 shows a trend in 

binding energy shift observed for sample prepared with DHP. As P and Fe at. % increases, the P 

2p binding energy decreases from 133.8 eV for FePO4 SBA-15 (75) to 132.8 eV for FePO4 SBA-

15 (7). 

 

3.3.4 The Nature of Fe Sites and Their Mechanism of Incorporation 

The primary mechanism for metal incorporation by co-condensation of silica precursors 

and metal salts was disclosed by Vinu et al.30 Initially, we believed that DHP could increase the 

pH of the solution by way of NH3 release, promoting Fe incorporation in a similar manner to Al 

by increasing the pH of the gel above the aqueous isoelectric point for silica. 
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Figure 3.6. EDS mapping of Fe-SBA015 samples prepared in the presence of DHP. A: Fe-SBA-
15 (75). B: Fe-SBA-15 (22), C: Fe-SBA-15 (12), D: Fe-SBA-15 (7).  

 

At pH > 2 silica precursor species in solution possess a negative charge due to deprotonation, 

which favors interaction with cationic metal hydroxide species found at elevated pH.  

Si Fe P 
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Figure 3.7. P 2p XPS of Fe-SBA-15 prepared using the salt additive diammonium phosphate. 

 

To investigate this hypothesis, we prepared four control vessels filled with identical 

quantities of H2O, HCl, DHP, and (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2 as those used in preparation of our Fe-SBA-15 

samples and monitored their pH. Upon introduction of HCl the pH of each vessel was acidified to 

1.16. Upon equilibration, an amount of DHP ranging from 0.25 g to 2.00 g was added to each 

vessel. For introduction of 0.25, 0.50, or 1.00 g of DHP, the solution pH remained below 1.67. 

However, upon adding 2.22 g of DHP, the pH rose from 1.16 to 3.72. Addition of 0.55, 1.11, or 

2.22 (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2 further increased the pH to a maximum of 1.87. When mixing 4.44 g of iron 

salt, pH decreased from 3.73 to 3.59. While DHP is a suitable ammonia source in the agricultural 

industry, we did not see evidence of a significant increase in solution pH or bubbling in the form 

of NH3(g). Since the pH of the gel predominately remained below 2 for all samples, yet significant 

metal incorporation was still observed, we believe a different mechanism for Fe incorporation must 

occur compared to that of the “pH-adjusting” method.1, 31 

● Fe-SBA-15 (7) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (12) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (22) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (75) 
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ICP-AES and EDAX show P as the only elemental component in the material outside of 

Fe, Si, and O in the final MSN. Since direct interaction between SBA-15 and Fe seems unlikely 

under the higher acid conditions, we were prompted to investigate the role of P. Similar to SBA-

15 prepared here, porous phosphosilicates are often synthesized from TEOS and orthophosphate 

by HCl catalyzed sol-gel practices.32, 33 It has been shown by 31P NMR, 29Si NMR, Raman, and 

FTIR that phosphoric acid is capable of co-hydrolyzing and co-condensing with TEOS during the 

formation of mesoporous materials.33 Here, Fe incorporation could have been due to the in situ 

formation of oligomeric iron polyphosphates. Biologically important polyphosphates such as ATP 

have been shown to have high affinity for metal chelation.34 Additionally, Huo, Stucky, and Schuth 

describe the higher affinity of polydentate silicate oligomers towards cations as mechanism for 

self-assembly in base catalyzed ionic templated systems.23 If negatively charged polyphosphates 

were to form in solution they could chelate iron species and co-condense with the forming silica 

network. 

However, the formation of polyphosphates at low pH is unfavorable and we found by XPS, 

ICP-OES, and XRD that the nP:nFe was consistently 1:1, whereas polyphosphate species would 

produce nP:nFe > 1.15. Additionally, if a phosphosilicate material formed, we would also expect 

the nP:nFe to exceed one since the excess of TEOS would afford abundant opportunities for 

phosphorus-silica interaction compared to phosphorus-iron. Another alternative could have been 

phosphates playing the role of counterions during the counterion mediated assembly process of 

SBA-15.24, 35 A variety of counterions have been investigated including NO3
-, Br-, Cl-, SO4

2-, but 

not phosphates.26 Typically the counterion influences the degree of ordering of the MSN or the 

overall particle morphology. By delaying addition of DHP until after sufficient induction period 

for the formation of S+X- by protonated P123 (S+) and chloride anions (X-), surplus of H2PO4
- 
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could not participate as X- reducing the possibility of Fe enrichment at the silica-template interface 

through phosphate-iron complexation. 

 

Figure 3.8. XRD powder diffraction patterns before and after calcination of the filtered MSN gel 
for the preparation of FeSBA-15 (7) and the iron precursor (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2∙6H2O. Calcination 
drives the system from complex hydrated iron phosphates to symmetric �-iron phosphate. 

 

Since there does not appear to be mechanistic grounds for interaction between Si and Fe or 

Si and P, we believe that the interaction of Fe and P species in solution is responsible for the 

remarkable uptake of Fe within the prepared SBA-15. The interaction of Fe and P species in acidic 

media has been studied and based on both spectrophotometric and potentiometric data, the 

concentration of [FeHnPOn+4] species ranges from 102 to 104 times higher than the [Fe3+][H3PO4] 

● Fe-SBA-15 (7) 
● (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2∙6H2O 
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for pH ranging from 1 to 2, suggesting iron phosphates can readily form under our synthetic 

conditions.36 Pre-calcination XRD patterns in Figure 8, acquired after filtration and washing show 

complex behavior reminiscent of a variety of hydrated iron phosphates and minerals. While an 

exact identification by XRD was not possible, there is a clear trend of  �  or tridymite iron 

phosphates diffracting above 20° while hydrates exhibit additional peaks below. This is likely due 

to the much larger unit cell dimensions necessary to accommodate water of crystallization, and, 

hence, greater interplanar spacing. 

To ascertain information of the mechanism of Fe incorporation by way of Fe-P interaction, 

we considered all species present in solution. We fed our predicted speciation into Visual MINTEQ 

for the calculation of the complex equilibria distribution of products. The complete hydrolysis 

products of the DHP and (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2 could consist of NH4
+, Fe2+, HPO4

- and SO4
2-; 

intermediate hydrolysis products may be possible; however, we consider only the complete 

hydrolysis products in our model. At the pH range of this synthesis these entities persist as NH4
+, 

Fe2+, H3PO4 and HSO4
-. In agreement with our pH measurement, the ammonium ions sourced 

from DHP and the Fe precursor carry their own proton and are unlikely to raise solution pH. The 

protonation of the sulfate and phosphate anions are then responsible for the observed increase in 

pH. Figure 9 shows the speciation of Fe in terms of concentration calculated from each species as 

a percentage of the total Fe concentration based on complex equilibria calculations. There is a clear 

increase in [FeH2PO4]+ directly correlated with the amount of DHP present. Figure 9 also shows 

the behavior of the system in the absence of DHP, where aqueous Fe2+ dominates with a slight 

trend towards FeSO4 with increasing Fe content. These calculations illustrate the validity of the 

formation of an iron phosphate phase under our Fe-SBA-15 synthetic conditions when DHP is 

present. 
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Figure 3.9. Concentration of species in solution at equilibrium as predicted from complex 
equilibria calculations performed in Visual MINTEQ. Each box represents the various forms each 
element or ion is likely to form in solution under our synthetic conditions. Solid bars correlate to 
a system with no DHP, while bars with a dashed fill are calculated for a system with DHP present. 
Data is labeled according to mass of ferrous ammonium sulfate input, which when DHP is present 
corresponds to 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, and 2.00 g of DHP respectively. 

 

We believe the markedly higher Fe incorporation is due to encapsulation of iron phosphate 

domains within the forming silica network. This is enabled by the kinetic match of rapid Fe 

precursor and DHP hydrolysis, reaction of Fe cations and phosphates, and the condensation and 

hydrolysis of TEOS. Based on kinetic modeling by Pouxviel et al. of TEOS hydrolysis under high 

water content and acid catalysis over 40 % of Si exists as Si(OH)4 within 30 minutes.37 Brinker et 

al. describe the early chemistry of the sol-gel process consisting of both hydrolysis and 

condensation of alkoxides and silanols.38 We observe that immediately upon introduction of either 

DHP or ferrous ammonium sulfate to our synthesis solution, the pH immediately increases 
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appreciably, obtaining a maxima within 3 minutes. This suggests that the dissociation of DHP and 

ferrous ammonium sulfate into their respective constituents happens nearly instantaneously. 

Additionally, the protonation of phosphates and sulfate anions must also rapidly occur. Regardless 

of the nuances of the reaction, the production of aqueous Fe and phosphoric acid species necessary 

to form iron phosphate occurs within the period of TEOS hydrolysis and condensation. 

Within the scheme of mesoporous silica synthesis, association of silicate species with 

template molecules happens instantaneously.39 During proposal of the counter ion mediated 

assembly mechanism, ordered mesoporous zinc phosphates were prepared.23 This occurred by the 

association of [H2ZnPO4]+ as I+ with the negatively charged double layer formed by S+Cl- in the 

vicinity of the template micelle. Here we find computational support for the presence [H2FePO4]+ 

and if we infer that it forms rapidly, the kinetics of precursor formation place the formation of 

[H2FePO4]+ within the time range necessary for its interaction, albeit in competition with silicates, 

with the isolated template micelle before flocculation occurs. Both XPS and EDAX support this 

assembly mechanism. P2P XPS data of mesoporous iron phosphates often exhibit peak values 

below that of bulk crystalline FePO4.40 We found that for the lowest DHP sample, P2p was 133.9 

eV which steadily decreased with DHP content to a minimum of 133.1 eV. Initially with low 

concertation of DHP, the driving force for dissociation is reduced, leading to less nucleation of 

iron phosphate species at the surface of the micelle, and the majority of the phase existing as 

encapsulations within the forming silica wall. As DHP concentration is increased, progressively 

more iron phosphate precursors are available to interact at the micelle interface in place of silicates, 

leading to more hydratable iron phosphate surfaces. Since the decrease in binding energy of the 

P2p electron is attributed to hydration of phosphates, it trends with the hydratable surface area of 

the iron phosphate domain.41 With our iron phosphate domain only partially constituting the 
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overall particle, we have less iron phosphate surface compared to pure mesoporous iron phosphate 

materials and see a comparably diminished decrease in P2p binding energy. EDAX mapping, 

shows distinct vibrance of phosphorus map compared to that of iron, increasing in intensity as 

DHP is increased. XPS, shows that Fe and P exist at a slightly P rich ratio at high DHP 

concentration. If the iron phosphate phase originates from the surface of the template instead on 

predominately as an encapsulated phase within the forming silica network, Fe could be leached 

over the course of the synthesis. The rate of this precipitation is on the order of the condensation 

of the silica wall leading to incorporation of second phase within the MSN. Since the counter 

anion-micelle complex has already formed, and P-SiO2 condensation is limited, the precipitation 

of iron phosphate hydrates within the forming silica walls is likely the mechanism of iron 

incorporation in these materials. At these pH levels, Fe is incapable of forming a solid phase. 

However, the presence of phosphate ions enables the formation of thermodynamically stable 

hydrated iron phosphates similar to strengite or metastrengite. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

We found that the choice of iron salt appears to have negligible correlation with iron content 

in the resulting Fe-SBA-15 when following a typical high-acidity process. Ferrous sulfate 

heptahydrate, ferric ammonium sulfate dodecahydrate, and ferrous chloride tetrahydrate exhibit 

the best iron retention with nSi/nFe 301, 680, and 787. Alternatively, anhydrous ferrous chloride 

and ferrous ascorbate show the lowest performance with nSi/nFe of 2051 and 3216, respectively.  In 

general, synthesis of our material proceeds by an acid catalyzed silica sol-gel process during which 

iron precursors and diammonium phosphate react to produce incorporated iron phosphate domains 

within the forming silica network. During synthesis, (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2 dissociates to a series of 
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species, Fe exists as a distribution of Fe2+, FeCl+, and FeSO4(aq). However, when the sol-gel process 

is executed with (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2 the distribution of species in solution, particularly Fe changes to 

include a significant portion as [H2FePO4]+. The formation of an iron phosphate phase enables a 

several orders of magnitude increase in Fe incorporation within the SBA-15 framework. While Fe 

incorporated SBA-15, mesoporous FePO4, and mesoporous chlorophosphites have been prepared 

before this is the first report on the combination of these synthetic techniques. We believe that 

these materials could serve as battery cathodes upon carburization, ionic conductors, while the 

metallophosphate regions may have catalytic activity towards oxidative dehydrogenation.32, 42-44   

 

3.5 Supplemental Information 

 The following section contains supplemental plots of various characterization techniques. 

This includes analysis on control samples and SBA-15 prepared without DHP.  

 

Figure 3-SI-1. N2 physisorption isotherms (left) and SAXS scattering plots (right) of samples 
prepared without DHP. The black trace is a reference SBA-15 prepared in the absence of an Fe 
precursor. 

● Fe-SBA-15 (1669) 
 
 
 
● Fe-SBA-15 (999) 
 
 
 
● Fe-SBA-15 (1425) 
 
 
 
● Fe-SBA-15 (168) 
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Figures 3-SI-1 shows the SAXS and N2 physisorption analysis of Fe-SBA-15 prepared with an Fe 

precursor but no salt additive. Figure 3-SI-2 shows both the absorption based BJH calculation as 

well as the desorption branch-based calculation.  

 

 

Figure 3-SI-2. BJH pore width distributions for Fe-SBA015 prepared both with and without DHP 
additive computed from desorption branch (A) and adsorption branch (B). The dashed trace 
represents an SBA-15 reference. 

 

Figure 3-SI-3 are the results of wide angle XRD analysis of Fe-SBA-15 samples prepared in the 

presence of an Fe precursor but without and salt additive. As expected from their low Fe content 

measured by ICP-OES there is no diffraction feature beyond scattering due to the amorphous silica 

of the SBA-15. No common Fe or iron oxide species are present.  

● Fe-SBA-15 (7/1669) ● Fe-SBA-15 (12/999) ● Fe-SBA-15 (22/1425) ● Fe-SBA15 (75/168) 
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Figure 3-SI-3. XRD powder diffraction plots of Fe-SBA-15 prepared without the salt additive DHP. 
No peaks for common Fe species present. The dashed trace is an SBA-15 reference. 

 

Figure 3-SI-4 showcases the N2 physisorption and SAXS analysis of Fe-SBA-15synthesizecd in 

the presence of Fe precursor as well as DHP additive. 

  

Figure 3-SI-4. N2 physisorption isotherms (left) and SAXS scattering plots for samples prepared 
with DHP (right). The dashed trace is an SBA-15 reference material. 

● Fe-SBA-15 (7) 
 
 
 
● Fe-SBA-15 (12) 
 
 
 
● Fe-SBA-15 (22) 
 
 
 
● Fe-SBA-15 (75) 

● Fe-SBA-15 (1669) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (999) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (1425) 
● Fe-SBA-15 (168) 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

PRODUCING IRON RICH MESOPOROUS SILICA USING NEAT IONIC LIQUIDS 

 

4.1 Introduction  

Mesoporous materials composed of Fe atomically dispersed within a silica matrix serve as 

solutions in the fields of medicine and catalysis.1-3 In contrast to materials where mesoporous silica 

serves as a support, metals experience a higher resistance to sintering under demanding chemical 

conditions as well uninhibited pore volume. These beneficial properties come at the cost of specific 

synthetic requirements to adequately incorporate Fe during formation of the silica matrix. 

In the pursuit of one-pot method to produce Fe rich mesoporous silica, the number of levers 

which control Fe loading is ultimately limited by the aqueous chemistry of Fe. Simple one-pot 

methods demand commercially available, low-cost, Fe salt precursors such as chlorides and the 

particularly popular nitrate of Fe.4-7 The limitations of these salts is apparent when introduced to 

the chosen mesoporous silica frame-work, SBA-15 or MSN-10 require acidic conditions under 

which Fe salts convert into cationic Fe2+.8-10 These cations experience coulombic repulsion from 

the forming silica framework, which is protonated, as well as from the charged poly-ethylene-

oxide groups among the copolymer template. Ultimately leading to exclusion of Fe from the final 

material.8 Although MCM-41 can be produced under alkaline conditions pore diameters are often 

3 nm, limiting the size of substrates which can interact with internal Fe sites.11 

We believe that a simple direct method to produce Fe rich mesoporous silica with pores 

in the 10 nm range common to popular SBA-15 or MSN-10 would be beneficial to the catalyst 

research community. It occurred to us that improved Fe mesoporous silica materials could be 

realized by minimization of the aqueous component of the synthesis and to this end we turned to 
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ionic liquids as a suitable solvent. Over the past two decades the application of ionic liquids to 

the preparation of mesoporous silicas has enjoyed much attention.12-14 However many of these 

methods focus on the use of an ionic liquid as a template molecule within a predominantly 

aqueous system.14, 15 Fortunately, it has been proposed that � − � interactions between 

components of imidazole ionic liquids can lead to suitable self-assembled templates, even within 

in aqueous free systems.16 

In this communication we describe for the first-time appreciable Fe incorporation more 

than 1 wt. % within a mesoporous silica exhibiting pores on the order of 10 nm and high surface 

area by use of 1-butyl-3-methylimadazolium tetrafluoroborate ionic liquid as both the solvent and 

template. This work is of interest considering the challenges of Fe incorporation within larger pore 

mesoporous silica exemplified in chapter three. The technique outlined here is simple and can be 

carried out in a “one pot” reaction providing an additional direct route to Fe rich mesoporous silica. 

We propose that a suitable technique for alleviating the limitations of iron’s aqueous chemistry is 

to move to an ironic, yet non-aqueous solvent system. We investigate these materials by x-ray 

diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, BF-STEM), energy dispersive 

spectroscopy mapping (EDS), 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma optical 

emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), and N2 porosimetry. Additionally, as a proof of concept we 

follow the results of these materials for the epoxidation of styrene by gas chromatography mass 

spectrometry (GC-MS). While there has been extensive work on the formation of mesoporous 

silicas using ionic liquids as the template where the gel composition is predominately water, there 

has been little investigation into a “neat” system in which the only added water is that of acid 

catalyst.   
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

This section describes our unique approach to Fe incorporation within mesoporous silica. 

This includes exploration of several Fe sources as well as description of the characterization 

techniques necessary to elucidate the composition and structure of the resultant materials. 

 

4.2.1 Preparation of Fe-MS 

A series of Fe mesoporous silica (Fe-MS) with a target loading of 5 wt. % Fe were prepared 

by modification of Zhou et al. method for preparation of mesoporous silica monoliths in ionic 

liquids.16 Initially 1-butyl-3-methylimidiazolium tetrafluoroborate (C4IL) was measured into a 20 

ml scintillation vial in combination with the chosen Fe precursor. This solution was stirred at 400 

rpm for 1 h at 298 K to allow the precursor to dissolve or adequately disperse. In the case of 

Fe(NO3)3 a pale-yellow solution developed while FeCl2 led to a red-brown solution and Fe(CO)5 

produced an orange supernatant which eventually resulted in a clear solution. Salt precursors had 

some residual particulate matter after 1 h, particularly Fe(NO3)3.  

 

Table 4.1. Preparation of 5 wt. % Fe-MS 

Precursor: Precursor (mmol) TMOS (mmol) C4IL (mmol) HCl (mmol) 

FeCl2 1.36 

32.85 21.24 0.026 
Fe(NO3)3 9 H2O 1.76 

Fe(CO)5 1.79 

SiO2 Control 0.00 

 

After the precursor-C4IL solution is formed tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) is added 

dropwise and the stir rate is reduced to 200 rpm. Five minutes are allowed for the solution to 
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homogenize before adding 0.01 M HCl catalyst dropwise after which the solution is stirred for an 

additional 2 h at 298 K. During this period materials using Fe(NO3)3 as a precursor immediately 

gelled with a clear liquid pooling on top. To alleviate this, the gel was broken apart with a glass 

stir rod. A larger stir rod was placed, and the blend was vortexed to homogenize it before the HCl 

was added and the solution was placed to stir. The solution was mustard with reddish-brown 

particles indicating that the oxidation state of the Fe may have changed. In contrast materials 

prepared with FeCl2, Fe(CO)5, or in the absence of Fe precursor exhibited typical gelation kinetics 

with the solution viscosity not reaching a maximum until 1 h after HCl addition. After 2 h, the 

samples were no longer stirred and placed in an oil bath at 333 K for 48 h. Quantities of the various 

chemicals used are summarized in Table 1. 

 

4.2.2 Template Removal 

 Immediately following the 48 h standing period the materials were removed from heat 

and allowed to cool to room temperature over a 0.5 h period. A spatula was used to recover the 

resulting monolith from a vial which was a translucent green-yellow in the case of Fe(NO3)3 or 

clear for the other materials. The monolith was then powdered by mortar and pestle and dried at 

373 K over night in air. The recovered materials are referred to as Fe-MS[precursor]. In order to 

remove the C4IL template a variety of techniques were used as described below. 

Washing, to dislodge excess Fe precursor or weakly bound Fe species a washing method 

was used during some steps. This process involved dispersion of the powdered Fe-MS in 10 mL 

of acidic water. The solution was stirred at 200 rpm for 0.17 h at 363 K before the Fe-MS was 

recovered by vacuum filtration. 
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Acetonitrile Extraction, the powdered Fe-MS was placed within a Teflon autoclave along 

with 15 mL of acetonitrile. The vessel was sealed and stirred at 200 rpm at 353 K for 1 h. Fe-MS 

was recovered by vacuum filtration. This process was repeated three times. 

Calcination, powdered Fe-MS was placed within a ceramic crucible and heated to 823 K 

in air and held for 5 h.  

 

4.2.3 Characterization 

ICP-OES was conducted on a Perkin Elmer Optima 3000 to determine total Fe, P, Si, and 

S content within the prepared catalysts. Samples were dissolved within 48 wt. % HF and aqua 

regia, followed by dilution in 5 wt.% HCl. Quality control standards were run every 10 samples 

(HighPurity QC standards).  

HRTEM, STEM, EDS was executed using an FEI TALOS F200X TEM/STEM (equipped 

with Schottky field emission gun operated at 200 keV was operated in BF and dark-field (DF) 

modes. The instrument was equipped with a Super-x energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) for 

acquisition of spectral images. All samples were prepared by casting dilute suspensions of as-

prepared catalyst in methanol upon lacey-carbon coated Cu grids. 

XRD patterns for samples were acquired on a PANALYTICAL EMPYREAN x-ray 

diffractometer operating in reflection mode. θ/2θ scans were acquired with a 4 s dwell time using 

the Gallipix 2D detector paired with Bragg-Brentano HD optics. Samples were prepared by casting 

powder material disperse in ethanol upon a zero-background silicon single crystal holder. 

N2 porosimetry measurements were carried out on a Micrometrics Tristar 3020 using a 6 h 

degas at 100 C. Adsorption isotherms were classified according to the Brunauer-Deming-Deming-

Teller (BDDT) schema.17 Surface areas were derived from the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
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equation applied to data below partial pressure (P/P0) < 0.4.17 Pore width distributions were derived 

from absorption isotherms using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) theory applied to the 

desorption branch.18  

57Fe Mössbauer absorbers were prepared from Fe-MS mixed with 100 mg of powdered 

sugar as a binder and pressed into 13 mm diameter pellets. Mössbauer spectra were acquired at 

room temperature for 20 h with a constant acceleration system operated in the triangular mode 

using a 10 mCi 57Co-doped rhodium foil source. Velocity calibration was made with a pure Fe foil. 

The zero of velocity was the center of the Fe spectrum. Spectra were fitted with a superposition of 

Lorentzian-shaped lines using WinNormos V3.0 coupled with the IGOR Pro V6.3 software 

package. 

 

4.2.4 Accessibility of Catalytic Sites 

Active Fe site were probed by using Fe-MS as a styrene epoxidation catalyst. The reaction 

was carried out by placing 50 mg of catalyst and 5 mL of ethanol solvent into a 25 mL round 

bottom flask along with 9.8 mmol of styrene. The reaction solution was heated to 346 K and stirred 

at 200 rpm. A total of four 51 �L injections of 30 wt. % H2O2 were injected every 0.5 h. In addition 

to Fe-MS we prepared a control which consisted of SiO2 prepared without an Fe precursor as well 

as a blank which consisted of all of the above steps in the absence of any catalyst. Finally, we also 

exposed the styrene itself to the thermal process to assess the purity as well as propensity for 

thermal conversion of the substrate. Aliquots of the product were analyzed on an Agilent 7890B -

5977B MSD GC-MS system using a 5% Phenyl (Non-polar, general purpose) Polysilphenylene  

Siloxane column. Styrene (ALDRICH S4972) was purified using a basic alumina column 

immediately before the reaction. H2O2 (Aldrich H1009) was used as is. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

The following section describes our successful incorporation of Fe within mesoporous silica 

carried out in system with limited aqueous content. A range of characterization techniques were 

employed to discern the structure and composition of the new materials. 

 

4.3.1 Composition Assessment of Template Removal 

We found that the method chosen for template removal as well as washing procedures, 

drastically effect the textural properties and Fe content. Hence, we emphasize the demarcation that 

as prepared materials herein refer to Fe-MS which have been recovered from the reactor and 

powdered, yet not exposed to any method for the removal of the C4IL template or excess Fe 

precursor. We unearthed these results by removing the template by way of calcination or 

acetonitrile extraction as well as varying when the washing technique was applied.  

Table 4.2. Fe Content of Catalyst Prepared in Neat Ionic System 
 wt. % Fe In* wt. % Fe Out† Fe Loading Efficiency (%) 

CL AN 4.83 1.51 31 

NIT AN 4.83 0.98 20 

Fe MCM-41‡ 

17.11 4.70 27 

36.53 8.20 22 

57.25 12.80 22 

Fe SBA-15α 10.88 0.10 1 

(*) Calculated from mass of Fe precursor and TMOS. (†) Determined by ICP-OES. (‡) Prepared 
according to chapter 5. (α) Prepared according to chapter 3 without DHP. AN refers to acetonitrile 
extraction of C4IL template. 
 

Acetonitrile extraction and calcination were chosen as ionic-liquid-template removal 

methods as the former does not expose the material to elevated temperatures and the latter is 

ubiquitous in the field of mesoporous silica synthesis. The acetonitrile extraction has shown 
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effective removal of C4IL; however, the process was not well documented so further illumination 

is warranted.19 By following the peak at 1170 cm-1, we found three washes are significant to 

remove traces of the C4IL template. Calcination has yet to be explored for similar materials and is 

often a facile method for removal of CTAB or Pluronic templates used in popular MSN systems.9, 

11 To limit sintering of Fe species, it was necessary to explore washing techniques to dislodge 

unincorporated Fe precursor in these materials.  

When assessing the recovery and template removal methods we found acetonitrile 

extraction to provide the best balance between high surface area (Figure 1) and residual Fe content 

(Table 2). When the material is not washed before calcination, Fe wt. % was 0.03, 4.21, and 5.43 

for Fe(CO)5, FeCl2, and Fe(NO3)3 respectively. Instead, if the materials were washed we found 

lower residual Fe at 0.25 wt. % or below. Materials washed after calcination display Fe content 

within 3 % of unwashed samples, suggesting minimal leaching of Fe if calcination is used.  Since 

traditional routes can produce Fe-MS with higher surface areas than those shown in Figure 1, 

materials prepared by calcination will not be discussed further in this communication. It should be 

noted that since the SiO2 control exhibited similar behavior, it is likely that calcination is 

inadequate for removal of ionic liquid templates in neat systems. Similarly, the small amount of 

Fe retained in materials prepared from Fe(CO)5 limits their further discussion. 

Textural properties measured by N2 porosimetry, displayed in Figure 1, vary across both 

Fe precursor and template removal method. Application of BET method for surface area and BJH 

approach to pore width distribution revealed that template extraction determines the final textural 

properties of the materials. Calcination leads to negligible surface area and porosity unless the 

materials were previously washed. These prewashed materials display moderate surface area. 
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Removal of the template by acetonitrile extraction leads to higher surface areas and larger pores 

comparable to SBA-15 type materials. 

Interpretation of the BDDT classification of N2 adsorption isotherms indicates that the 

degree of Fe precursor incorporation effects the materials structure. Fe-MS formed from Fe(NO3)3 

exhibited rapid gelation kinetics leading to a heterogeneous system. We hypothesize that this 

provides an inadequate period for ordering of the ionic liquid template which would lead to non-

uniform pore structure. As expected Fe(NO3) derived mesoporous silica possesses a pseudo type 

II isotherm; regardless of extraction method, possess high P/P0 onset of capillary condensation, 

and a relatively open-ended hysteresis at high P/P0.20 According to the modified Kelvin equation, 

high P/P0 for capillary condensation necessitates a low curvature meniscus, which would be 

produced by broader pores.21 Additionally, the lack of a well-defined plateau for adsorption as 

P/P0 approaches 1 indicates weakly defined pore structure. These features would be representative 

of a material in which rapid gelation kinetics lead to an arbitrary distribution or lack of template 

structures, as is the case with Fe-MS synthesized from Fe(NO3)3. In contrast, the more uniform 

sol-gel reactions of FeCl2, Fe-free SiO2 control, and Fe(CO)5 all exhibit the characteristic type IV 

isotherm of mesoporous silica materials. The control and FeCl2 samples experience a growth of 

pore width when exposed to acetonitrile extraction, which likely results from densification of the 

SiO2 network since the washing conditions mimic hydrothermal pore expansion techniques.22, 23 

 

4.3.2 Structural Properties 

Initial investigation of the metallic phase was conducted by XRD. Each material regardless 

of template extraction method display the scattering band attributed to amorphous silica near 22°.  
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In agreement with low Fe content measured by ICP-OES for the SiO2 control and Fe(CO)5 sample, 

amorphous silica is the only structure observed. 

 

Figure 4.1. N2 porosimetry of metal embedded mesoporous silica materials prepared in neat ionic 
liquids. Surface areas reported are calculated using the BET equation applied to the isotherms (left). 
Pore width distributions were calculated by applying the BJH method to the desorption branch of 
the adsorption isotherms. Surface areas for calcined materials (CAL) were below 60 m2g-1 and 
porosity was negligible for materials not washed before calcination. (ACN) denotes materials 
whose template was removed by acetonitrile extraction. (Pre-wash CAL) refers to materials 
washed prior to calcination. 
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Likewise, for all materials washed before calcination the only structural feature present is 

amorphous SiO2, which agrees with ICP-OES measurements. In the case of acetonitrile extraction, 

which has appreciable Fe content for sample synthesized from Fe(NO3)3 and FeCl2, we observe 

several diffraction peaks; which also appear in the as prepared samples albeit at lower intensity. 

The presence of these peaks in prior to calcination suggests that Fe development of a structured 

phase involving Fe occurs during the sol-gel process and is not thermally driven. 

Identification of this new Fe-SiO2 phase has eluded us thus far, yet we have gleamed 

understanding of the chemistry of Fe present. Typical strategies such as correlation of the 

diffraction pattern (Figure 2) for acetonitrile extracted Fe-MS prepared from FeCl2 or Fe(NO3)3 

with known patterns did not lead to a conclusive match. Specifically, no peaks were attributable 

to the common Fe oxides and only one peak near 45° 2� could possibly be attributed to Fe0. Insight 

into the local structural environment has come from 57Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy.  

 Figure 3 is the spectra for Fe-MS[FeCl2] which is composed of a single low intensity 

doublet, matching the low Fe content. An initial fit of the doublet is described by an isomer shift 

of 0.39 mm s-1, quadrupole splitting of 0.80 mm s-1 with a line width of 0.47 mm s-1. The isomer 

shift and quadrupole splitting exclusively correlates to Fe3+, yet a linewidth of 0.47 mm/s is quite 

broad compared to our Fe standard (0.23 mm/s) suggests a variety of Fe coordination 

environments. We found that fitting two doublets with isomer shift 0.39 and 0.40 further improved 

our �  by 20 %. Since each doublet corresponds to a unique Fe site there are a variety of nearest 

neighbors surrounding Fe3+ within these materials. In support of these results we also observe a 

variety of Fe sites using EDS mapping in Figure 4. Fe-MS[Fe(NO3)3] 4-H,I and Fe-MS[FeCl2] 4-

E,F are composed of Fe nanoparticles approximately 100 nm in diameter, smaller 10 nm Fe rich 

clusters, and Fe sites at or approaching atomic dispersion throughout mesoporous silica. 
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Figure 4.2. XRD plots for Fe embedded mesoporous silica catalysts prepared in neat ionic liquids. 
Each material has been subjected to three different methods for removal of the ionic liquid template. 
Samples are labeled according to the Fe precursor used. 
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Figure 4.3. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra acquired at 298 K for Fe-MS prepared from FeCl2 and 
subjected to acetonitrile extraction. The measure doublet was fit with Fit 1, IS = 0.39 mm s-1  
QS = 1.05 mm s-1 W = 0.42 mm s-1 and Fit 2, IS = 0.40 mm s-1 QS = 0.62 mm s-1 W = 0.31 mm  
s-1 resulting in �  of 0.805.  

 

 TEM micrographs in Figure 4 confirm findings of previous characterization techniques 

used. 4-A and 4-B correspond to materials prepared using Fe(NO3)3 while 4-C is derived from 

FeCl2. Both precursors lead to biphasic materials consisting of pore-riddled regions as wells as 

darker pseudo-spherical objects which we attribute to Fe rich nanoparticles as they align with Fe 

rich regions observed with EDS mapping. Interestingly, two distinct materials can be found upon 

inspection of Fe-MS[Fe(NO3)3] 4-A appears to contain ordered pores and hexagonal morphology 

reminiscent of SBA-15 methods while 4-B are composed of a broad distribution of unordered 

pores with irregular morphology. This is a direct consequence of rapid gelation which is 

accelerated by the autohydrolysis of the Fe(NO3)3 precursor. If we consider the complete 

(●) Recorded   (●) Fit 1   (●) Fit 2 
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autohydrolysis of Fe(NO3)3 producing nitric acid, there is potential to generate a two order of 

magnitude increase in acid content which would vastly accelerate the gelation process.   

 

Figure 4.4. Microscopy of Fe-MS prepared from Fe(NO3)3 or FeCl2. (A, B) HRTEM of Fe-
MS[Fe(NO3)3] displaying the variety of silica structures present as a consequence of the 
accelerated gelation kinetics. (C) HRTEM of  Fe-MS[FeCl2] displaying smaller more uniform pore 
structures. (D-F) BF-STEM and EDS maps of Fe-MS[FeCl2] showing Fe nanostructures, smaller 
Fe clusters, and atomically dispersed Fe sites. (G-I) BF-STEM and EDS maps of Fe-MS[Fe(NO3)3]. 
EDS have identical scale to their respective BF-STEM images.  
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This leads to segregated regions of solution whose composition varies from aqueous rich to C4IL 

dominated. Sol-gel process within the aqueous rich regions likely proceed by self-assembly of 

ionic liquid vesicles into hexagonal templates, leading to pore ordering. Conversely, C4IL rich 

regions lead to short range pore structure and a lack of phase separation leads to no preferential 

morphology. This trend is also prevalent when comparing N2 sorption data. The narrow BJH pore 

width distribution for FeCl2 derived materials is a consequence of their significantly more uniform 

pore widths seen in 4-C, By contrast TEM of Fe-MS[Fe(NO3)3] show a broad range of pore widths 

matching the broad BJH pore width distribution seen in Figure 1 as well as its disrupted type IV 

isotherm and non-uniform hysteresis loop. 

 

4.3.4 Catalytic Activity 

We were able to probe existing catalytic sites by evaluating their performance in oxidation 

of styrene, a popular reaction for Fe surfaces.24, 25 In addition to materials prepared from  FeCl2 

and Fe(NO3)3 we also analyzed the control SiO2 sample.  A blank was run consisting of ethanol, 

styrene, and H2O2 and the styrene substrate itself was evaluated. All five samples were exposed to 

the same conditions and were found to produce styrene oxide and benzaldehyde to some extent 

(Figure 5), barring the styrene without H2O2 present. Interestingly only materials with Fe present 

appreciably facilitated the transformation of styrene to the higher mass 2-ethoxy-

phenylacetophenone product. This suggests that there are readily accessible Fe surfaces upon 

which H2O2 may decompose to facilitate that oxidation of styrene. Further, the coupling of multiple 

styrene derivatives to produce 2-ethoxy-phenylacetophenone necessitates that styrene adsorbs to 

these iron surfaces. 
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Figure 4.5. GC-MS results for styrene epoxidation in the presence of H2O2. Nitrate refers to Fe-
MS prepared from Fe(NO3)3 and chloride refers to Fe-MS derived from FeCl2. The control is SiO2 
prepared in the absence of Fe precursor. The blank consists of styrene, H2O2, and ethanol solvent. 
Styrene refers to styrene substrate alone exposed to elevated temperature for the duration of the 
reaction. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

Synthesis of mesoporous silica supported Fe catalysts has been realized in a predominately 

ionic liquid system. Although direct template removal by calcination does not occur, removal of 
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the ionic liquid by acetonitrile yields Fe-MS with appreciable Fe content and surface area as high 

as 653 m2 g-1. We found care must be taken in selection of and Fe precursor. Precursors which 

rapidly hydrolyze in the small amount of aqueous HCl used can disrupt sol-gel process, leading to 

lower surface area and disrupted pore structure. This approach provides a simple means by which 

the catalyst research community can directly support Fe in mesoporous silica with 10 nm pores; a 

process which was previously confounded by the necessity of acidic aqueous hydrothermal 

solutions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS TO LIQUID FUELS 

 

5.1 Summary of Techniques for Metal Incorporation Within Mesoporous Silica 

In the preceding work I have presented a variety of new ways to simply incorporate earth 

abundant transition metals within high surface SiO2 supports. This thesis is a summary of the 

extensive work I have done since joining the Trewyn group in 2014. First it serves to highlight that 

unconventional routes to metal precursors such as sacrificial electrolysis are and will be suitable 

surrogates for metal slats and silanes. Further, it highlights methods of improving metal 

incorporation during direct hydrothermal synthesis of various mesoporous silica, the simplest and 

most scalable route to earth abundant metal mesoporous silica catalysts. A brief summary of the 

most promising candidates from this work is provided in Table 1. In this conclusion, beyond 

summarizing the findings of my work I will also present preliminary findings and the future of 

these projects which may impact the production of liquid fuels. 

Table 5.1. Summary of Promising Results from Each Chapter 

Material: 
BET SA 
(m2 g-1) 

PWBJH ADS 
(nm) 

Metal 
(wt. %) 

Method: 

Cu ZSM-5 331 - 1.60 Electrolytic Modification 80 V 1 h 

Fe-SBA-15 613 8.62 10.13 
7.6 mmol DHP additive and 5.7 mmol 
Fe precursor 

Fe-MS 635 8.70 1.51 
“Neat” ionic liquids using FeCl2 and 
acetonitrile extraction 

 

In chapter two the validity of sacrificial electrolysis was confirmed as a method to decorate 

a siliceous substrate ZSM-5 with Cu rich nanoparticles.  In this process Cu electrodes have an 

external electric field applied between them ranging from 0-80 V while a slurry of ZSM-5 or 
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MCM-41 is present. Beyond functionalization of pre-synthesized supports we also demonstrated 

preliminary results that the process could be conducted during the preparation of SBA-15. In 

general, this process produces spherical 5 nm nanoparticles distributed across the surface of the 

material. We found that increased metal content in the final product correlated with the duration 

of the process and inversely with the applied voltage. In the case of modified ZSM-5 resulting 

materials had surface area more than 300 m2 g-1. The results of 4-nitrophenol reduction also suggest 

that there are accessible metallic surfaces on which catalysis can occur. It is my hope that one day 

this combination of facile synthesis, commercially available reagents, and Cu propensity for partial 

oxidation of CH4 to methanol may led to their investigation to produce methanol as an alternative 

liquid fuel.  

Beyond Cu, we also investigated the production of mesoporous silica embedded Fe 

catalysts as another route to earth abundant catalysts. In chapters three and four we approached the 

challenges of earth abundant metal incorporation during direct hydrothermal on two fronts. First 

by modulation of the metal precursor solution chemistry and second by minimizing the aqueous 

phase present. 

Chapter three extended the “salt additive” method pioneered by our group to the earth 

abundant transition metal Fe. Fe-SBA-15 prepared in the presence of DHP experience can 

experience up to a 20 000 % increase in Fe wt. % based on that mount of salt additive and iron 

precursor.  These materials maintain the hexagonal ordering of their 7-10 nm pores with surface 

areas ranging from 600-900 m2 g-1. Not only did we prove the efficacy DHP salts for increasing 

Fe incorporation, we also proposed a mechanism by which this action occurs. This followed from 

a combination of structural analysis and complex equilibrium modeling for the species in solution. 

We found that the final materials consisted of an intermixed system of mesoporous FePO4 and 
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SiO2 which forms prior to calcination. Complex equilibria calculations also show a preference for 

cationic iron phosphoric acid derivatives. This has led us to the following heuristics, that when an 

additive is capable of converting the metal into a co-condensable species, the competitive 

advantage for forming silica species is reduced producing enrichment of Fe at the micelle template.  

Chapter four experimented with alleviation of aqueous chemistry during hydrothermal 

preparation of earth abundant metal mesoporous silicas. Use of commonly available Fe salts such 

as Fe(NO3)3 and FeCl2 in combination with an imidazole ionic liquid successfully produced a high 

surface area material with appreciable Fe content. These materials exhibited surface areas ranging 

from 60-600 m2g-1 and Fe wt. % from 0- 4.8 wt. % depending on Fe precursor and template 

removal method. The most promising material for catalytic applications were prepared using Fe 

salts and by removing the template through acetonitrile extraction. With the ultimate goal of 

providing an alternative route to an Fe rich material with textural properties similar to SBA-15, 

Table 1 clearly indicates this is a suitable approach. 

The materials showcased in this thesis provide new synthetic routes for the facile 

incorporation of earth abundant metals within robust silica supports. In particular, the metal Fe has 

seen widespread investigation for the conversion of synthesis gas to liquid fuels using the Fischer-

Tropsch process as an alternative to Co, Ni, or Ru. Fe has the advantages of significantly lower 

cost than Co or Ru, a lower propensity for CH4 production compared to Ni, at the cost of a higher 

affinity for the water-gas shift reaction.1 Here we would like to conclude this story by highlighting 

the possible implications of our new synthetic routes for the production of liquid fuels. 

The Fischer-Tropsch process involves the conversion of a mixture of CO and H2 gasses 

typically from 220-350 °C according to the following stoichiometry, with pressures near 30 ATM.  

(2n+1) H2 + n CO → Cn H(2n+2) + n H2O 
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Which can be considered demanding when employing metallic particles with diameters below 100 

nm. During the period in which the research in this thesis took place we did not have access to the 

equipment necessary for evaluation of our materials for FTS. However, I was motivated to explore 

if a tangential reaction could evaluate our mesoporous silica embedded Fe catalysts promise in 

FTS. One reaction worth consideration was the temperature programmed conversion of acetic acid 

in the presence of H2 (TPRA). Two comparisons can be drawn between TPRA and FTS. First, both 

acetic acid and CO can be considered carbonyl rich compounds. Second, both reactions require H2 

and operate under similar thermal conditions. I turned to the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory (NREL) which has a dedicated system for TPRA. Initially, we prepared three samples 

of Fe atomically dispersed in MCM-41 by a simple hydrothermal process combining ferrous 

ammonium sulfate, cetyl trimethylammonium bromide and TEOS. MCM-41 was chosen due to 

the basic nature of its synthetic conditions, and has been shown to readily incorporate Fe.2 In 

addition to these base materials we prepared carburized version via temperature programmed 

carburization in the presence of CH4 at 600, 650, and 700 °C. Fe content ranged from 4.2 wt. % to 

12.8 wt. %. Our contribution is the first attempt at carburizing these atomically dispersed Fe sites.  

Working with Connor Nash at NREL, these materials were exposed to a constant balance 

of acetic acid and H2 in He. The system was then ramped from room temperature to 600 °C at 10 

°C min-1 while the effluent was monitored by GC-MS. In general, appreciable conversion of acetic 

acid begins at 300-325 °C and reaches greater than 90 % conversion by 500 °C.  
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Figure 5.1. Carbon selectivity results for temperature programmed reaction of acetic acid. Samples 
arrayed left to write in order of increase Fe content and from top to bottom based on increasing 
carburization temperature. As prepared refers to Fe-MCM-41 directly after calcination to remove 
the template. 

 
Figure 1. shows the carbon selectivity results for TPRA of our Fe-MCM-41 and its carbides. While 

a variety of products are monitored only CH4, CO, CO2, ethylene, and acetone are produced 
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appreciably by our materials. When considering weather these materials will eventually be viable 

FTS catalysts, I was interested in its propensity for acetic acid to acetone conversion. This reaction 

occurs through a process known as ketonic decarboxylation, 

2 CH3C(O)OH → (CH3)2CO + CO2 + H2O 
 

The interest from a FTS viewpoint is that ketonization requires strong interaction between the 

carbonyl of the substrate and the catalyst. FTS proceed by the associative adsorption of CO onto 

the catalyst followed by cleavage of the C-O bond.3 Here, ketonization also requires strong 

adsorption with the surface and coupling of carboxylic acids requires cleavage of the secondary 

alcohol hinting at a capacity for C-O cleavage.  

Beyond high selectivity for acetone, there are two trends apparent in Figure 1 towards 

lowering the temperature of peak acetone selectivity. First, increasing iron content appears to shift 

maximum acetic acid selectivity towards 250 °C from approximately 325 °C. Second, 

carburization tends to always lower the temperature of maximum selectivity. In the first case it is 

likely that increasing Fe content leads to larger Fe domains, bordering on cluster and small 

nanoparticles. The reaction benefits from these regions having larger metallic surfaces, which 

provide more active sites for the reaction to take place. In the second case, improved selectivity is 

associated with the presence of an FexCy phase which is known to be an active phase in dehydration 

and ketonization reactions associated with FTS.4, 5 However, the formation of the carbide comes 

at the cost of textural properties as seen in Figure 2, with surface areas dropping as Fe is consumed 

from the mesoporous silica framework to form larger particles. Additionally, these large particles 

have increasingly lower surface area to bulk resulting in less active sites over all.  
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Figure 5.2. N2 porosimetry analysis for Fe-MCM-41 and its carbides. 

 

 Unifying these promising results for our Fe systems in FTS with our methods to functionalize 

SiO2 with Cu nanoparticles is the fact Cu is a prevalent promoter for reducibility in Fe FTS 

catalysts.1 We are currently grooming the next generation of researchers to further investigate the 

potential of carburized mesoporous SiO2 embedded Fe catalysts. To this end we have turned to 

principal component analysis and sequential learning as cutting edge tools for deconvoluting the 

structure and property relationships. Sequential learning is a powerful tool which involves feeding 

experimental results into a model built by training a random-forest of decision trees or artificial 
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neural network on similar catalysts. It is my hope that application of these techniques will lead to 

deeper understanding and faster adoption of these materials to the field of liquid fuel production. 
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